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Abstract 
When an offender receives a non-custodial sentence 
following remand custody then concerns must be raised 
that the pre-trial remand imprisonment was unnecessary 
and improper, with judicial, economic and humanitarian 
consequences that run counter to the philosophical and 
legislative expectations of a democratic justice system. 
This study analysed the use of remand custody orders over 
a six month charge period, by magistrates in Western 
Australia, to determine what proportion of offenders 
spent time in remand custody prior to receiving a non-
custodial sentence. The results indicate th3t 
magistrates use the remand custody facility as a "short, 
sharp shock11 to deter future offending, and to impose a 
defacto custodial sentence as "taste11 of imprisonment. 
The results of the study revealed that of 414 offenders 
' '  
r.eceived into remand custody, 221 (53%) received a non-
custodial sentence. Of these 221 offenders, 55% had 
never been in prison before, 71% had no previous breaches 
of bail, 68% were remanded without bail, and 14% had no 
previous criminal history. The average time spent in 
custody was 16. 34 days ( 19. 91SD} . The total number of 
days spent in custody was 3,612, at an estimated 
government cost of $0. 5 million. Aboriginality was a 
di ,,. 
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significant factor between offenders remanded in custody 
and those at liberty in the community. However, 
Aboriginality was not significant with regard to 
inability to meet bail conditions. A comparative 
analysis between offenders .remanded in custody and those 
in the community revealed significant differences with 
I 
previous breaches of bail, no previous criminal history, 
age of onset '
{ 
of offending and current age. 
Notwithstanding this, by a process of elimination of risk 
factors that are cited� in the legislation (Bail Act, 
1982), as criteria for release to bail or remand in 
custody, the study concluded there w.as no justi'fication 
for the remand custody prior to a non-custodial sentence. 
Recommendations were made for ·- further research to examine 
the legislation and decisio9 making that determines the 
imprisonment of unconvicted persons. Research is also 
required to evaluate the humanitarian consequences of 
remand custody for offenders and their families. 
I 
A A *• 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
"Two basic tenets of faith in our justice system is 
that every man [sic] is presumed innocent until found 
guilty, and that no punishment may be imposed except 
after p:coper sentence" (Armstrong, Mossman, and 
Sackville, 1977, p.2). Consistent with this philosophy, 
the remand imprisonment of an unconvicted person raises 
serious questions. In the case of an unconvicted 
defendant imprisonment should be a seriously considered 
and seldom used option of the Magistrates Court. 
Liberty is one of humanity's most fundamental 
.rights. Together with the presumption of innocence it 
forms the foundation upon which our just ice system is 
built. When offenders are remanded in pre- trial or pre­
sentence remand custody prior to receiving a non­
custodial sentence then serious consideration must be 
given to whether the generally accepted philosophical and 
legislative (Sec. l 9A, Criminal Code l requirement of 
imprisonment as a last resort is being eroded. 
Apart from the question of justice, there are also 
humanitarian issues attached to remanding offenders in 
custody prior to receiving a non-custodial sentence. One 
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long-term social impact of this pre-trial or pre-sentence 
period is that offenders and their families may carry the 
cost of the remand custody long after the - non-custodial 
sentence has expired (Armstrong et al. 1977) . Further, 
criminogenic factors of imprisonment may have long term 
impact on society by an increase in criminal behaviour 
(O'Malley, Coventry, & Walters, 1993) . There are fears 
that communicable diseases may be carried from the prison 
environment into the general community (Kerr, 1990). For 
the remandee the distress of remand imprisonment can be a 
contributing factor to suicide in prison (Liebling, 1994; 
Baldwin, 1988). 
Another significant perspective to remand 
imprisonment is the economic bu�den that it can place on 
the taxpayer. Morgan (1989, p.481) attributes prison 
overcrowding to the massive increase in unconvicted 
prisoners. Remand rates in Western Australia have 
doubled in the last decade ( Biles, 1990; Walker, Hallinan 
and Dagger, 1992; Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), 
1996). This has placed an economic burden on the 
taxpayer. 
This study will examine the judicial, economic and 
humanitarian issues as a consequence of one aspect of the 
use of remand custody by magistrates. 
Remand Custody Orders 13 
Background to the Study 
Magistrates use the remand in custody option where 
bail is not a considerati0n during the pre-trial, pre­
sentence and appeal period. In broad t erms, the criteria 
laid down by the West Australian Bail Act 1 982 for 
remanding in custody are: 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
the defendant may fail to appear in court; 
the defendant may commit an offence ; 
the protection of the community; 
the defendant may interfere with witnesses; 
All persons regardless of their offences are entitled to 
apply for bail (Bail Act, 1982, p.78). In essence, 
remand custody is an option for the protection of the 
community (ii, iii, iv) or the maintenance of 
justice (i, iv). 
There are a number of stages during the pre-trial 
and pre-sentence period when a remandee can be 
imprisoned. These are: 
• remanded in custody without bail 
• remanded with bail but unable to meet bail conditions 
so the defendant remains in custody 
• remanded on bail in the community and subsequently 
imprisoned for a pre-sentence re�ort (PSR) 
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• remanded on bail and has the bail withdrawn by the 
magistrate at the onset of the trial. 
• remanded on bail and has the bail withdraw by a surety 
or police. 
Remand custody was not intended to be used as a 
punishment or a deterrent. According to the Bail Act, 
1982, Part C. Sec. 4 (a), even for those of fenders found 
guilty and waiting sentence, remand custody should not be 
used where the sentence is likely to be non-custodial. 
Biles ( 198 3, p .12) calls for a detailed study of 
remand imprisonment saying the term "unconvicted 
prisoner" is a contradiction. It is not known how many 
non-custodial sentences imply that remand custody was 
never necessary for the offender. The criteria used by 
magis trates for granting bail or remanding in custody do 
not themselves demonstrate strength of evidence for a 
guilty verdict or custodial sentence. In broad terms, 
the presumption of guilt not innocence prevails when a 
person is remanded in custody. 
Significance of the Study 
This study is significant beca·Jse of the large and 
continual increase in the number of remandees. This is 
particularly so in Western Australia where the remand 
rate has doubled in the past decade (Biles, 1990) with a 
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dramatic increase in the remand rate between 1996 and 
1997 (Appendix 'A' l • Rese�,_ch has shown that significant 
numbers of remandees held in custody later receive non-
custodial sentences 
addition, it cost 
approximately $132 per 
in a maximum security 
personal communication, 
(Walker, 1985; Wilke 1993) . In 
the West Australian government 
prisoner per day to keep a person 
institution (Ministry of Justice, 
August 26, 1997) 
These facts demonstrate the extent of the problem. 
The:.e are issues of justice, human rights and economic 
accountability when an individual is detained in custody 
instead of remaining in the community in the instances 
where he/she has a non-custodial sentence imposed. 
From an economic perspective this study is 
significant because in West Australia, remandees are 
occupying prison bed space in Casuarina and Canning \ci.Le 
prisons to prevent overcrowding in C. W. Campbell Remand 
Centre. The State Government has intimated that a new 
metropolitan prison will be built in the near future· to 
alleviate prison overcrowding (The West Australian, 
August 22, 1996, p.1). Remand imprisonment has the 
highest costs as most rernandees are classified as medium 
and maximum security. It costs approximately $235,487 
per prisoner bed space to build a new prison in Western 
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Austra l ia ( Mi n i stry of Justice , personal commun ication , 
August 26, 1 997) . 
A reduction i n  remand impri sonment could save the 
taxpaye r that cost . I nvestigation o f  the use of remand 
in custody by mag i stra tes has a di rect bea ring on the 
taxpayer' s con tr ibut i on to the j ustice s ystem . 
This  study i s  s ignifican t because it will examine 
t he human i tar ian implications of r emand impri sonment. 
Indications are that i mpr i soning remandees , especia l ly 
f irst time remande e s , may i n crease the level of crimi nal  
activity which magistrates are s ee king to reduce 
(Armstrong et al . 1 9 7 7 ) . Gray ' s  ( 1994 , p.57 1-2) study 
found that prison i s  more criminogenic than othe r  
rehabi l itative interve ntions and " i ncreased crime the 
most " .  Cournarelos and Weatherb urn ( 1 9 95,  p .  5 7) say there 
are moral and practica l  reasons for minimis ing formal 
contact with a criminal j ustice system that is  inhere ntly 
criminogenic. 
The study is al so s igni ficant because of the 
con sequences of pre -t rial imprisonment in terms of cost 
to the remandee and h i s /her family . The impact on 
chi ldren of a parent who has bee n  imprisoned i s  ofte n 
underestimated. Accordi ng to Baldwin ( 1 9 8 8 ,  p .  5 8 ) the 
effec t s  of i mpri sonment are l i kely to be destructive 
l � ., .,�.> <.J"!.��-"''rr'2Alf?"L!.&--.i.c;£ ___ , _ &  .'HJl,.fJ�,i.W·;,--. -e:N:tL: _@+ ; _� . - · · ·* . . , R , •• a ... ,czc .. .  >· .-A.Af,_ ·ff .-.-.r, e+ .--·:.14,. .� ;c::e�ermo;.;,.......,_iij,(&f ., . ..,1. 11 .• NS ... t. ........ A.J¢dL\!__,.,_ .... , ·- �e.,t · ,;,yo .i:P..WS< ,.1 .. R�.lt ;,cx:...1. ... R < cu.z; . 
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resu l t ing i n  a de - s t abi l i zing effect o n  the fami ly u n i t . 
T he loss of employme nt and i ncome , educa t i on , pe rsonal 
re lat ionsh ips a nd t he s eparat ion o f  a parent f rom the i r  
children c a n  h ave a soc i a l  cost exceeding t he remand o r  
s en tence t erm ( Arms t rong et  a l . , 1 97 7 ) . 
Impr i s onment i s  a d i s t re s si ng t ime for most  peop l e . 
I t  requ i r e s  that person to adap t to  the ext raordinary 
envi ro nme n t  and to change aspe ct s  of  h i s / her behavi our in  
o rder to su rvive ( Ba l dwin , 198 8, p . 5 8) . Remand 
impri sonme n t  has been ide n t i f ied a s  one o f  t he 
s i tuat ion a l  triggers .. t h a t  can induce ac t s  o f  se l f-harm 
( Li ebl ing,  1 9 9 4, pp . 4 0 '1 - 5 ) . Ac ts  of  sel f- harm a re 
probab l y  t h e  mo st common form of behavi oural disturbance 
that can occ u r  i n  response to envi ronme n t a l  s t res s 
( Baldwi n ,  1 988, p . 63 ) . 
I n  s p i te of t hE! recommendat ions of the  Royal 
Commi s s ion into Abo riginal Death s  in Cust ody ( 1 98 7 ) ,  
Abori g i nal dea ths i n  cus tody have reached the  highest  
fi gure since recording bega n in 198 0  ( Da l ton , 1 996, 
p . 1 4 4 ) . Th i s  s tudy i s  par t icularly s i gni f icant given the 
fact that Wes t Aus t ra l ia now has the  unenviable h i ghe s t  
rate o f  over-representat ion o f  Aboriginal p r i soners i n  
Au s t ra l i a  ( Bi l es 1 993 , p. 5, Nat i onal Correc t i on a l  
S t a t i s t i cs , 1 9 96, ·p . 3 ) . There fore , i t  i s  of pa ramount 
1-- -
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importance that the issue of remand imprisonment as a 
last rather than a first  resort i s  examined . 
Internal figures quoted by the Ministry of  Justice 
state that at least 2 0 %  of prisoners in West Australian 
pri sons are hepatitis ' C '  pos itive ( Dr .  Brockman, 
personal communicat ion, 1 8  
Notwithstanding an indi victual ' s 
October, 
responsibi lity 
1 996 l 
for 
participating in high-ris k behaviour, remanding an 
unconvicted person to an environment where he / she could  
acquire an i nfect ious disease should be a magisterial 
option of last  resort. 
Previous research (Armstrong et al . ,  197 7 ;  Biles, 
1990 ; Challinger, 198 8 ;  Henham, 1990 ; Hogarth , 1974; 
Parker, Summer and Jarvis, 1982;  Walker , 198 5 ;  Wice:, 
197 4) has s ki rted around the edges of s ome of the issues 
raised in th is  thesis . To date the researcher has not 
found any studies that have focused specifically on the 
use of remand custody orders by magistrates in the 
context of non-custodial sentences .  
Apart from the philosoph ica l , economic and 
humanitarian issues rai sed, this research is  particularly 
ti:mely and relevant given the implementation of the West 
Austral ian Sentenc ing Act 1995 in November 199 6 .  This 
legis lation places ·an emphas i s  on non-custodial sentences 
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and prevents a magistrate from imposing a custodial 
sentence of less than three months. The impact of this 
sentencing restriction could lead to a tendency for 
increased use of pre-trial and pre-sentence remand 
custody as a defacto custodial sentence or a dete rrent to 
re-offending. Further research into the phenomenon of 
the sharp increase in remand figures i n  West Australia 
since December 1 9 96 (Appendix ' A') may establish links 
wi th the introduct ion o f  the new legislation . 
Remand imprisonment i s  an under-researched area. 
Given the judicial fundamentals of the presumption of 
innocence and imp.risonment as a l ast resort, th is 
research wil l  provide a significant baseline for further 
investigation in  this important area. 
This present study is also significant because it 
will impact on the judicial, economic and social planning 
for West Aus tralian ' s  criminal j ustice system by 
high lighting the use of magisterial remand custody 
orders . 
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Purpose of the Research 
The primary purpose of this research is to : 
Analyse the use  of remand custody orders by West 
Australian magi s t rates  for offenders who receive a non­
custodial sen tence . 
The secondary pu 1pose is to contribute to the 
literature on the philosophical and justice i ssues of 
remand imprisonment . 
Objectives 0£ the Research 
The specific obj ectives of t he research are : 
+ To identify the proportion of offenders who spend some 
t ime in remand cus tody pri or to  receiving a non­
custodial sentence. 
+ To analyse the nature of time spent on a remand custody 
order i. e. remanded in custody for a Pre-Sentence 
Report ( PSR ) , and/or bail granted. 
+ To quantify the cost to the taxpayer of the custodial 
remand for this group of offenders. 
+ To analyse the demographic characteristics of the 
custodial remand group 
::::z 
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• To c ompare t he demograph i c  chara c terist i c s  of this 
t arge t  group with of  fenders who a re remanded in the 
commu n i t y  a nd who rece ive a non-custodial sent ence . 
N;;{·,-'Pl"f" · . .  ,\-: · ... ,· �- -4- - -.......
. ·-7_·
.,�. , .
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CHAPTER TWO :  LITERATURE REVIEW 
Issues of Jus tice 
Fundamentals 0£ Justice 
Depriving an unconvicted , presumed innocent, person 
of their liberty  unnecessarily run s  counter to the 
ideologies, ph ilosophies  a nd l egislation that underpin 
our j ustice system . Accord i ng to Hall ( 1 99 6 )  there i s  
genera l acceptance that l oss  of liberty is  the sole form 
of puni shment that  imprisonment provides .  Ha l l  ( 1 99 6, 
p .  3 9 7 ) continues "To ach ieve puni shment , mere loss of  
liherty is necessary". This being . the cas e ,  to avoid  
puni shment of unt ried persons, remand imprisonme nt s hould 
be used as the very last resort after full deliberat ions 
that all other options pose a real risk  to the community 
or the  course of j ustice . 
Pre -trial 
According to 
imprisonmen t  
Clifford ( 1 9 8 7, 
is  under-publicised . 
p .  6 5 9) the rights o f  
ind ividual s before convict ion might b e  getting less  than 
sufficient attention . While there is constant media and 
public debate about post tri a l  sentencing issues, the 
scale s constantly tipping over and back between severity 
and leniency , remand prisoners remain  the '' forgotten 
prisoners" ( Biles, 1 97 0 ,  Armstrong et al . 1 9 77) . 
. ""'
7
• -
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One of the elemental  tenets of the Magna Carta was 
that there should be no punishment wi thout t rial . There 
is  a vast array of literature expounding the different 
theories and concepts of j udicial punishment , all  
relating to pun ishment  in  the context of it being a 
consequential  legal sanct ion ( Findlay,  Odgers, and Yeo, 
1 9 94 ;  Morga n, 1 9 94 ; Wright , 1 9 9 2 ;  Spa rks, 1 994 ) . The 
l i terature to hand does not a t tempt to j ust i fy or 
rationalise punishment  by imprisonment  of an  unconvicted 
person . 
Punishment  as a senten ce is the de l ibe�ate 
i n fli ction of sufferi ng  ( Findlay et al . , 1 9 94,  p . 1 8 4 )  . 
Punishment for remandees is i ncongruous. 
describe the seriousness of pun ishment thus : 
Fi ndlay et al . 
With the abol ition of capi tal (death ) and corporal 
( physical )  punishment  by all Australian 
j urisdic t ions, imprisonment remains as t he final 
i nstitut ion of punishme n t  by which all other 
sentencing opt ions are confirmed . The prison has 
dominated the landscape of pena lty since the 
establishment o f  the penal colonies and their 
various systems of  crimi nal j ustice ( p. 1 8 8 ) . 
A consideration of the principles of punishment in  
their simplest form are re tribut ion or " j ust  desert s ", 
rehabil itat ion or reform, deterrence a nd 
protection ( Findlay et  a l . , 1994 , p . 1 91 ) . 
community 
The latter 
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cited p ri nciples of comrnu n i ty protect ion is the o n l y  
cri terion t hat can j us t i fy remand cu s t ody . Fi ndl a y  e t  
a l . ( 1 9 9 4 ) sugge s t s  that  pun i shment should serve s ome 
soc i a l  purpose beyond vengeance or  te rror and t h ere 
should be accept able log i c  beh i nd s anct ion and pena l t y  
( p . 1 92) . There can b e  no soc i a l  pu rpose for impr i s o nmen t  
of a n  unco�1vi c ted person beyond tha t wh i ch en s u re s  t h e  
prot ect i on o f  the commu n i t y  a n d  that  j u s t i ce t a ke s  i t s  
course . T h a t  be i ng t h e  cas e ,  ma gis trates c a n  r i ght l y  
j us t i fy rema nd impri s onrr.e nt i n  t h e  cont ext of the 
l i ke l ihood o f  re-offend i ng wh i l e  on ba i l ,  or the non-
appeara n ce a t  cou r t . Howeve r, because pun i shment by 
rema nd imprisonment  ru ns cont ra ry to the fundamental  
p r i n c ip l e s  o f  j u s t i ce , remand impri sonme n t  shou l d  be 
c l early  j u s t i fi ed to ensure i t  is t he l e sser of two 
evi l s . 
Toma s i c  (1 9 7 6, p . 1 5) doe s not agree wi t h  even t h e  
l imi ted criteria for remand impri sonment, " Pre - t ri a l  
res t ra i n t s  o n  t h e  l iberty o f  individu a l s  who are charged 
wi t h  the commi ssion  o f  certa i n  crimes deemed nei ther 
da nge rous nor viole nt , are repugnant t o  our notion  o f  
fundament a l  fa irne ss , d e ce n cy a nd fai r  p l ay " . He argues 
that the pre-trial  period is a ri s k  period,  bu t a sma l l  
ri s k  i n  compari son t o  the 11 p rog ress o f  civi l i sa t i on " . 
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Alt hough repugnant t o  the presumpt ion of i nnocence , few 
wi l l  argue that there are instances where the seriousness  
of an  a lleged crime will  warrant  remand impri sonment .  
Thi s  s t udy however deals  with non-serious  offences i . e .  
offences dea l t  with i n  a lower court that detenni ned non-
cus todial  sentences .  Thu s ,  the  use of  remand for non-
indictab le o ffences  with  these sen tence outcomes rai ses 
ser ious concerns . 
Remand in Custody or Bai1 
King ( 1 97 3 ,  p .  90 ) quotes  remand custody a s  t he on l y  
example ,  in  peace t ime , where an  unconvic.ted person can be 
kept in confinement without a proper sentence,  he poin t s  
out " . . .  it  i s ,  t herefore ,  the s o l i tary except ion to the 
Magna Carta " .  Bi les  ( 1 98 3 ,  p . 12 )  argues tha t none of  the 
criteria for ba i l  consideration  suggests  that  "accus ed 
people shou ld be l iabl e  to  deprivat ion beyond that  
requ ired for secure custody" . Bla c k s tone ,  c i ted in  the 
Journal of Criminology ( 1 97 9 ,  p . 1 2 9 ) , is also  of the 
opinion tha t " impri sonment  on remand is only for safe 
cus t ody and not puni shment " .  
Perusal  of  remand warrants at  C . W . Campbe l l  Remand 
Cent.re for one day in July  1 99 6 ,  i ndicated persons were 
rema nded i n  custody , with and without bai l ,  for a wide 
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range of minor and non-violent offences  i ncluding no 
motor driver ' s  l icence , driving under the influence, 
pos sess smoking implemen t ,  fal se name and addres s ,  
possession of cannabis , stealing, fraud, damage , unlawful 
on premises, etc .  (Appendix 1 8 1 ) .  This example a l so 
demonstrated that defendan ts  with serious offences like 
aggravated sexual pepetrat ion, deprivation of l iberty and 
sell / suppl y heroin have been  allowed bail. Conversely, 
minor offe nces l i ke rec kless  driving, excess 0 . 0 8 %  and no 
motor driving licence have been remanded in custody 
wi thout  bail . 
Absconding, interfering wi th the course of j ustice, 
a threat to the corrununity and fear of offendi ng on bail 
are the broad cri teria used by magis t rates when 
considering bai l or remand imprisonmen t .  None of the 
cri t eria demons trate the strength of evidence for a 
conviction or indicate the l i ke l i hood of a custodial 
sentence . The Royal Association of Just ices ( WA )  cites 
corrunent s from the New South Wales  Supreme Court ( R v 
Owen, May 1 9 65, unreported ) ,  " It is  odd t hat a man 
presumed innocent until his guil t  is  proven  should be 
imprisoned on evidence which the law says cannot be used 
to prove h i s  guilt  at a t rial " ( 1 9 9 6, p . 1 99 ) . The 
j usti fication for remand custody because of even t s  that 
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mi gh t  happen i s  "bu i l t  upon the fl ims y founda c i on of 
i gnora nce and intu i t ive fea rs 11 ( Ki n g ,  1 9 6 9 ,  p .  3 }  . Toma s i c  
( 1 97 6 ,  p . 4 4 ) ci t e s  Roul s ton ' s  ( 1 9 6 9 )  opi nion t ha t  there 
i s  not any s a t i s factory predi c t i ve tool fo r det ermi n i ng 
wh ich pri soners are certaint i es or l i kely t o  commit 
fur t h e r  c rimes whi l e  on ba i l . 
s t i l l  app l y  t h ree decades on . 
Rou l s ton ' s  po i n t  wou ld 
I t  can be a rgued tha t i t  s eems u n reasonab le to 
reman d  a person in custody on t he specula t i on that they 
may commi t a crime . However, i t  i s  al so a rguab l e  t h at 
the commu n i t y shou l d  be protect e d .  There i s  amp l e  
evidence o f  a var i e ty of  methods t o  predict crimi nal  
beha vi ou r i n  offenders ( Andrew a nd Bon t a , 1 9 94 ) . I n  
gene ra l ,  the variables used t o  a s s e s s  ri s k  t o  the 
-:ommun i ty are the seriou s nes s of a l l eged offe n ce , 
crimi n a l  h i st ory and age o f  o n s e t  of of fendi ng beh a viour 
( Gendrea u ,  Gog gi n ,  and L i t t l e ,  1 9 9 6 ) . 
H oweve r ,  i t  should be noted t hat ri s k  asses sment  
remains ext reme l y  fl awed and at  b e s t  a s impl e  d i s t inct ion 
between h i gh a nd low r i s k  of fende rs can be made (An drews 
and Bon ta, 1 9 9 4 : Gendreau et  al . ,  1 9 97 ) . The o ffenders 
i n  t h i s p resent s t udy r epre s e n t ed low r i s k  offe nding 
because of the nature of  their  o f  fences wh i ch at tra ct ed 
non - cu s t odi a l  sente·nces . 
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A non-custodial sentence outcome following remand 
custody must surely raise questions about the appl icat ion 
of the bai l  criteria in l ight of an indiv idual' s 
fundamental l iberty not to suffer a �bi trary imprisonment . 
King  ( 1 97 3 )  says "where such fundamental right as the 
freedom of the subj ect are at stake . . . the standards of 
j ust ice must be so h igh as to p lace the  system and those 
admi n ist�ring i t  beyond reproach " (p . 90 ) • 
Although outside the focus of this  thesis, t h e  bai l 
procedures have a bearing on the re search quest ion as the  
administration of the Bail Act has a d i rect consequence 
for the remanded person . Comprehensive independent 
research and j udicial  reviews ( Armst rong et al . 197 7 ;  
Johnson, Savi t z  and Wolfgang, 1 96 2 ; Ki ng , 197 3 ;  Law 
Re form Commiss ion ,  1 97 7 ;  Tomasi c, 197 6) of the procedures 
and administration of the Bai l  Act has highlighted many 
inequ i t ies and shortcomings . 
According to Barry ( 1997 l the inconsistency of t he 
interpretation of the Bail Act by Just ices of the Peace 
and pol ice person ne l at Pol ice l ock-ups is responsible in  
part for persons with bail be ing  remanded in custody . 
Recommendation 8 9  of the Royal Commi ssion i nto Aboriginal 
Deaths in  Custody ( 1 992 ) stated "operation of bail 
legislation shou ld · be closely moni tored to ensure that 
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t he ent i t leme nt t o  bail is r ecogn ised in pract ice " .  
The Law Re form Corruni s s ion of Wes tern Au s tra l ian Review of 
B a i l  Procedures ( 1 97 7, p .  8 2 ) quotes an America n  
perspect ive o n  ba i l  t o  emph a s i s  t h e  lac k o f  a cons istent 
approach with  bai l  deci s ion s  " . . .  bail  i s  man ipu lated t o  
pun ish , to ins ure deten t i on ,  to  a i d  t h e  pros ecut ion ,  t o  
s a t i s fy the pub l i c  . . .  " 
In  Wes t  Au st ralia , ma ny peop le were remanded in  
cus tody a t  C .  W .  Campbe l l  Remand Centre because they did 
not  have legal  r epres enta t i on a t  their fi rst cou r t  
appe arance , bai l  was · not requested b y  t h e  duty .  l awyer or  
t h e i r  l awyers were n<.. t su ffi c i en t l y  prepared for a ba i l  
a ppl icat ion { Barry , 1 997 ) Evi dence from i nforma l 
i n t erviews with remandees a t C . W . Campbe l l  Remand Cen t re 
e s t ab l i shed that Form 2 ( de fendant i n format ion for a ba i l  
app l i ca t ion ) are r a rely used or indeed req1Jest e d  by 
magi s t rates when con s ideri ng a ba i l  app l i cat ion . 
As l iberty is h uman i t y ' s  most fundamental right , the 
spirit of  the Bai. !  l eg i s l a t ion should be applied 
accordi ngly . Pre- t ri a l  detent ion of an accused person 
mus t balance the ri gh t s  of the unconvicted, pre sumed 
i nnocen t ,  person aga i nst the a s s u ra n ce t hat the accused 
persons are brought to  t ri a l  a nd t he community i s  
pro t ected . This i's what the community expect s o f  the 
- - w.r ·· 
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criminal j ustice system, the ideology of j ustice and 
fairness resting  upon the philosophy of the presumption 
of innocence . 
.Remand in Custody £or Pre-Sentence .Report; 
After 
sentencing ,  
finding a person guilty but prior to 
a magistrate can request  a pre-sentence 
report ( PSR ) . In th is  inst ance , the presumption of 
innocence is not appl icable because the accused is now a 
convicted offender . The mag istrate can remand the 
offender on cont i nuing bail or remand in custody . As 
already noted , the Bail Act ,  1 982,  allows that a 
convi cted person be cons idered for bai l  i f  there i s  a 
strong likel ihood of a non-custodial sentence . 
According to King ( 1 97 3 ,  p. 2 7 ) those who favour 
remand custody would say a PSR provides offender 
informat ion that can influence the magistrate in favour 
of a non-custodial sentence . Furthermore , having an 
offender at hand in a prison i s  "more convenient and less  
time consuming " for the report writer t han int erviewing 
a n  offender on bail  ( King , 1 9 7 3, p . 27 ) . These arguments 
do not stand up to scrut iny and are certain ly contrary to 
the philosophy and stat utory requirements of 
" impri sonment a s  a· last  resort "  ( Crimina l  Code , 1 9 1 3 ,  
s --· · - rt·v 
·-j"Hfffl · 5 ·  · z  r?!«·nnR'O"·::a-F:f· · « · 
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Sec. 19A, p . 4 3 ) .  Imprisonment of an offender for the 
convenience of the report writer is arguably legally and 
morally wrong . 
It is  plain that the intention of the legislation is 
that there should be no pre-sentence imprisonment where 
there is a l ikelihood of  a non-custodial sentence. In 
1 9 93  a West Austra l ian Supreme Court appeal aga inst pre­
sentence custody ( Jackson v Cox ,  unreported) Judge Owen 
stated in his  summing up " I  would have been concerned had 
the remand in custody been for the purpose, and here I 
use the vernacular ,  t o  give the applicant a taste of what 
it is  like on the inside . That in my opinion is not and 
must never be a legitimate exercise  of the sentencing 
discretion" ( L  .. Payne , Legal Aid Commi ssion, personal 
communication,  December 1 8, 1996 ) . 
There is little doubt that impri sonment for a PSR is 
punit ive and raises serious questions about the motives 
of magistrates when remanding in custody for a PSR . The 
West Australia Sentencing Act 1995 stipulates that there 
will be no custodial sentences of less than three months 
( Part 1 3 ,  Sec. 8 6 ,  p. 7 0 ) . 
Where an offender hc1s been on pre-trial bail then 
remanded in custody for a pre-sentence report and 
subsequently receives a non -custodial  sentence, it raises 
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the que s t i on o f  whether magi s t rates a re u s ing the pre­
sentence remand cu stody pe riod as a det errent or defacto 
s entence . The oft - used phrase of  " short , sha rp shoc k" 
and " a  taste of impr i s onment " may i n  fut ure be more 
c ommonly i n ferred in l i ght of the short-term sentence 
r estrict ions of the  Sen t e n c i ng Act 1 9 9 5 . 
Remand Custody as a Deterrent 
Ki n g  ( 1 9 7 3 , . p . 2 9 )  wr i t es t h a t  t h e  a l legat i on that 
magistra t e s  use rema nd custody as a puni shment is 
" impos s ible to prove or d i sprove " .  He c i t e s  the research 
ev idence g i ven to the Royal Commi ss i on on t h e  Pen al 
System ( UK )  wh i ch showed that i n  one-thi rd o f  cases 
magis t rates  had pun i t i ve motive s  for refu s i ng bail  to 
j uven i l e  offenders ( p . 2 9 )  . Ki ng ( 1 97 3 )  elabora t es thus 
"The mos t  that can be s a i d  of cu s t odia l  remands i n  adu lt  
magistrates courts i s  t h a t  it is  common knowledge that  
s ome members of the bench favour t he " short , sh arp shoc k ,  
the " spell inside a s  a salutary experience" t ype o f  
t reatment "  ( p . 2 9 ) . Ki ng ( 1 9 7 3 ,  p . 8 4 ) d i sput e s  the 
legality  and "dubious p s ychol ogical va l idl y" o f  such 
3c t ions by magi s t ra t es . His  op i n ion o f  the reasoning 
beh i nd a " short , sharp ,  s hock" l i e s  in the bel i e f that 
the increase i n crime , particula rly by young offenders , 
··,. 
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i s  because pol ic emen a re not now permi t ted t o  give a 
"clip a round the ear" . 
Arms t rong et  al . ( 1 97 7 , p . 1 3 )  and the Aboriginal 
Legal Service of West Aus t ra l i a ,  ( 1 99 6 ,  p .  7 1 )  are of the 
opinion that many Aust ral i an courts refuse bai l  or s et 
unreal i s t i c  and o nerous ba i l  condit i o ns to give young 
people a taste of prison . Hogart ' s  ( 1 9 7 4 )  research on 
the  penal  phi losophy and pract i ce expou sed by Canadian 
magistrates  found that  whi l e  they d iffe r widely in  thei r 
views as to the effect iveness  of  different types o f  penal 
mea sures , they we re cons istent i n  the i r  agreement about 
the effi cacy of institut ional measures as a deterrent to 
the offender ( p . 7 4 ) . 
O ' Ma l ley,  Coventry ,  and Reece ' s  ( 1 9 93 , p . 1 7 1 ) 
eva luat i on of the Victoria  Da y i n  Pri son pilot programme 
to d�ter young adu l t  offender"s concluded that "coercive , 
intimidatory  and d egradi ng aversion techn iques should not 
be util i s ed by the crimi na l j ust i ce system for t h e  
purpose o f  individual deterrence " .  O ' Malley et a l . 
( 1 9 9 3 ,  p .  1 7  4 )  cite  previous  research ( Fi nckenauer 1 98 2 , 
Lundman,  1 98 4 ) that  using  short vis i t s  t o  pri son a s  a 
dete rrent  can cau s e  l a s t i n g  t rauma a nd shock . The 
evaluat ion by O ' Ma l ley  et  a l . ( 1 9 9 3 ,  p . 1 7 4 ) did cons ider 
the counter-effects . o f  such  tra uma cou ld be an acceptable  
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cost to the i ndividual and s ociety if it preve nted 
furth e r  crime . However ,  Clar kson and Keating ( n . d , p . 1 5 )  
stated t hat research findings on " short , sharp s h oc k "  as 
a det e rrent i ndicate it is not an e ffective met h od of 
preventing recidivism . 
Olson ( 1 9 7 5 ,  p . 4 5 )  on the other hand, s e e s  pre­
sentence impr i sonment as o f  some u t i l i t a rian benefit 
" . . .  if the expe rience is unp le a s ant e nough to ma ke even 
the po s s ib i l i t y  o f  a ret urn repul s ive " . He clari fies  by 
stating deterrence clearl y depends upon t h e  pre-
dispo s i t ion of the i nd i  victu a l  b e i ng p roc e s sed, whether 
they are impu l sive or reflect ive ( p . 4 5 ) . Par ke r  et  al . 
( 1 9 8 9  l comprehens ive research on ' custody o r  not ' 
dec i s i ons by mag istrate s ( Un i ted Kingdom ) l e ft n o  doubt 
that mag i s t rates  were i n  favour o f  i ndividual det e rrence 
by a " s hort , s harp shoc k " . They s t a t e  that mag i s t rates 
found i t  qu i t e  pos s ib le to j us t i fy the i r  c u s t odial 
dec i s i on s  on the ba s i s  o f  " h e lping the defendant " ( p .  7 5 )  . 
Park e r  et  al . ( 1 9 8 9 ,  p . 62 )  e laborate further on t h e  use 
of  short detent ion t e rms from the pe rspective of the 
mag i s t rates who saw them as mos t  u sefu l  at an early s tage 
of a de fendant ' s  crimi nal ca reer . The mag i s tra t e s  use 
short dete n t i o n  t erms as  a ' n ip i n  the bud ' t h eory 
desp i t e  t heir  c laims t hat cus tody is u s ed only as a l a s t  
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resort in keeping with the legislat ion ( p . 62 } .  Moody and 
Carr ( 198 8 ,  p . 176} are clear t hat research has failed to 
support those proponents of imprisonment who ci te its 
de t errent val ue .  
Research into recidivism by offenders i n  Western 
Australia (Broadhurst and Maller, 1990 ; Broadhurst and 
Loh , 1 993 } found l arge d ifferences between gender and 
Abori ginal and non-Abor i g i nal recidivism and i n  the rate 
of fai lure for both groups. The study by Broadhurs t and 
Loh , ( 1993 , p . 8 4 )  , found that " Not unexpectedly , it was 
gene rally observed that the probabil i t y  of recidi vism 
increases the more times a prisone r  returns to prison". 
Coumarelos and Weatherburn ( 1995 , p .  59) cite Broadhurst 
and Loh ' s  study to draw at t ent ion to the fact t hat 
reoffending rat es are typ ically high for those who h ave 
been to prison and conversely " are not usually found 
among those offende rs brought t o  court [ only] ". 
Broadhurst and Loh ' s ( 1993) term " phantom of 
deterrenc e"  (referri ng to the now defunct The  Crime 
( Serious and Repeat O ffenders ) Sentenci ng Act 1 992 ) apt l y  
describes the fail ure o f  imprisonment as a mechanism to 
deter re- of fending . 
The then Attorney General , t he Hon. C. Edwards , 
a c knowledged that imprisonment does not serve as a 
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det errent or " short , sharp, shock" . During her address 
to Legislative As sembly on the Sentencing Bill (May 25 ,  
199 5 ) she stated " . . .  short s entence s serve little useful 
purpose : They fail as a deterrent , fail as a means of 
protecting the community,  and fail as a means of 
addressing a prisoner' s of fending behaviour" . 
Informal dis cus sions between the  researcher and 
lawye rs vis iting cli ents at C . W . Campbell Remand Centre 
revealed they all believed that magistrates undoubtedly 
used remand custody a s  a " ta ste of imprisonment " and a s  a 
defacto sentence prior to handing down a non-custodial 
sentence . Many of them also believed that magistrates 
remanded peopl e  in custody in t heir own best interest s ,  
to "dry out " ,  come off drugs and to build up their 
heal th . Becaus e of remi ssion of sentences , many lawyers 
said they u�ed remand custody to the advantage of their 
clients i . e .  one month remand custody could be calcul at ed 
as an effective sentence of t hree months . Criminal  Law 
Review ( Editorial, 1 98 7 ,  p . 438 ) state that no fewer than 
10, 000 remandees  convicted at a magistrates court in 
Engla nd received non-custodial sentences . The conclusion 
to this  article wa s that it was very li kely that i t  was 
only possible to give a non-cus todial  sent ence because 
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the o ffender h a s  al ready suffered the deprivat i ons of  a 
custodi a l  remand . 
Wa l ker ' s  ( 1 9 8  5 )  re search of  Aus t ra l ian out comes o f  
remand cus t ody found " some apparent mi s u3es  o f  remand " 
( p . 1 9 ) . H i s  op i nion o f  the  non-cus todial  sentence 
out come s in that s tudy wa s " t hat ei ther the remand was 
u nj u s t i f i ed in the fi rst p la ce , or that  the s e n tence wa s 
exce s s ivel y  lenien t ,  . . .  or that  the  cou rt was i n forma l l y  
( and imp roper l y )  g ivi ng a s u spected  o f fender a ' t aste o f  
pri s o n ' be fore even t he mat t e r  o f  convict i on wa s 
reso l ved " ( 1 9 8 5 , p . 1 9 ) . 
Non-Custodial Sentence Outcomes 
Previou s research ( C l i f ford , 1 9 8 7 ; Ki ng , 1 9 6 9 ;  
Wal ke r ,  1 9 7 9 ;  W i l ke ,  1 9 93 ) o n  court outcome s found that 
between 2 3 %  and 50% of defe nda n t s  impr i soned be fore t rial  
or s e ntence were acqu i t ted or received a non-custod i a l  
sen tence . Wal ker ( 1 9 8 5 )  der i ved h i s  comme nts on 
Au stra l i a n  remandees from the resea rch " . . .  in the S tates  
o f  Queen s land , West ern Au s t ra l i a ,  South  Au stralia  and the 
Nort hern Terr i tory there was a tendency t o  use  remand in  
cus tody where a non -custod i a l  s e nte nce was  app rop riate  on 
convict i on " .  
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walker ' s  ( 1 9 8 5 ,  p . 2 4 )  study shows that West 
Australia had a significant number of remandees accus ed 
of minor or les s  serious offences and who later receive a 
non-custodial sentence . For these offenders a 
substantial pun ishment and loss  of l iberty came before 
they were found guilty. King ( 1 973, p.3)  is of the 
opinion tha t other than opening the prison gates to see  
what happens ,  there is  no way of knowing if the system of 
remand incarceration be fore trial or sentence is wrong, 
therefore the system appears right . Consequently, pre -
trial impri sonment has been able to perpetuate itsel f 
with the generations of approval of magi strates, lawyers, 
government and the public ( King, 1 97 3, p . 3 ) . Many would 
agree there are times persons accused of violent and 
serious crimes should be kept in custody , but as Appendix 
' B '  i ndicates , many remand prisoners in wes t  Australian 
prisons have not been accus ed of violent or  serious 
crimes . 
Economic Issues 
.Remand Custody - The Cost to the Taxpayer 
Over the past two decades in  Australia the number o f  
remandees has  increased a t  a lmost  four t imes the rate o f  
sentenced prisoners� 8 8 %  and 2 4 %  respectively ( Biles, 
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1990, p. 1) . Apart from the libertarian and humanitarian 
concerns already mentioned in the literature, these 
increas ing prison populations highlight a n  economic 
issue. Remandees who receive a non-custodi al sentence 
outcome a re an  unnecessary burden on the taxpayer. 
Research ( Biles, 1990; Walker, et al. 1992 ) indicates 
that the remand rate for West Australia doubled between 
1980 and 1991 and has been steadily increasing . This 
continuing increase is confirmed by the 1993 remand 
figures of 2068, (Mukherjee and Dagger , ( 1995, p. 55) , in 
1994 -95 2, 888 persons were remanded and i n  1995-96 the 
figure was 3 1 4 3  (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1996 ) .  
An analysis of the remand figures draws this comment from 
Wal ker et al. ( 1992, p. 106 ) " . . .  the times served on 
remand have been stable, so that the increases in 
remandee numbers have been due to the greater numbers of 
alleged offenders being remanded in custody, not in 
significantly i ncreased remand periods". 
B iles ( 1 993 , p . 5 )  raises his concerns about the cost 
of imprisonment in Australia, comparing the average 
annual expenditure per prisoner as higher than the 
average annual income of the Australian worker. He draws 
the comparison between the average cost of building a new 
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prison ,  per prisoner bed , and the average cost of  a 
fami ly home . 
Zdenkows ki ( 1 994 , p . 1 8 9 )  sees the "decarceration " 
debate , whi ch favours non-custodial penal t ie s  based on a 
cost-benefit analys i s ,  appealing to  the economic 
rat iona l i s t s  because non-custodia l options  "cost  les s , 
are more humane and are no les s effect ive i n  terms of  
recidivism" . He i s  surpri sed t hat where efficiency and 
humanitarian arguments have fai led to produce a 
substant ial decl i ne in  imprisonment , then the cost 
"which on a ny account is  dramat i c "  wou ld promote such a 
policy  ( p . 1 8 9 ) . 
As mentioned previou s ly ,  Wes t  Aus t ra l ia ' s only 
remand i n s t i tution at C .  W .  Campbe l l  Rema nd Centre cannot 
hold a l l  the ma le remandee s  awa i t ing tri a l  or s entence . 
The overflow goes to Casuarina a nd Canni ng Vale Priso n s  
putt ing pre s s ure on their  prison faci l i t ies . The Hon . 
Mr . K .  Minson , then Minister for Just ice , has  i ndicat ed a 
new 4 00 - 6 0 0  bed prison w i l l  be built i n  West  Austral i a  
within the next three years to al leviate pri son 
ove rcrowding ( West  Aus tra l i a n , August 2 2 , 1 9 9 6 ,  pl ) .  In 
the interim, 
c . w . campbe l l  
a proposal for a 1 5 0  bed annex t o  
Remand Ce n t re i s  being cons idered . A 
reduct ion i n  remand rates could save th e taxpayer· the 
>,-.::+4 .Hi.?-,•U.Cs.p.q!£:!:1·.,,.� ·-'··"'�·· . , .,._L .. , bA. $- .GWAte .•. lt . .  - CJ. ,SU.ct ;;; LiZ,W&Q,iiStAU 
WQf.L.P.i.HLt,,li(&:i#4P!t,.l&(j5WA! .. '· __ £!!, - -··-
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cost of a new extension and/or prison , approximately $ 3 6  
million and $160 mil lion respectively . 
Biles 's  (1990 , n . p )  analysis of remand imprisonment 
in Australia suggests that the panacea for reducing 
remand rates in West Austral ia is " . . . by legislation or 
by education, to encourage magistrates and judges to 
remand in custody as sparingly as possible . "  The 
legislati on pertaining to remand custody where there i. s a 
li kelihood of a non-custodial sentence is already in 
force in the Bail Act (1982 ) . Further ,  during the 
introduction  of the Sentencing Act 1 995 the thGn Attorney 
General, the Hon. Ms . C .  Edwards sent a clear message to 
the j udiciary that i mprisonment was to be used as a last 
resort " . . . to provide for their [ off .ders ] supervision 
in the community without having to resort to 
irnprisonrnent11 • (Hansard, May 2 5, 1995) . It is an 
observation that the lack of response from the bench to 
the Attorney General ' s  comments speaks volumes for the 
independence of  the j udiciary. Given that the West 
Australian legislation exist, Bile ' s ( 1 990) comments 
would then suggest an emphasis on , or need to, educating 
Wes t Austral ian magistrates and j udges regarding the 
consequences of unnecessary and i nappropriate remand 
custody for individuals and the tax-paying community . 
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The West Austrnlian government spent over $7 million 
on remand custody for C . W. Campbel l  Remand Centre in 1 996 
(Ministry of Justice personal communication, November, 
1996) . Remandees who spent some or all of their remand 
period in custody, prior to receiving a non-custodial 
sentence, contributed significantly to that cost . 
Wilkie ' s (1 993, p. 69) analysis of PSR ' s for female 
off enders in West Austral i a  showed that more than one 
half  ( 54 . 5 % ) who were remanded in custody pending a 
report, received a non-custodial sentence . The figure 
for male offenders was 3 9 . 4%. If those offenders had been 
on remand in the community there would have been a 
considerable 
government . 
cost saving to 
Chappell ( 1 98 3, 
the West Australian 
p . 22 )  states that 
imprisonment " is at least twenty times more costly than a 
community based alternative" .  Bearing tha t  in mind , 
magistrates could only j ustify the cost of pre-tr ial and 
pre-sentence custody when the safety of the community is 
the lesser of two evils. 
Humanitarian Issues 
Criminalisation 
It is g�nerally accepted that one of the underlying 
principles of impri'sonment is that the person will re-
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enter  society reformed, rehabil itated and suitably 
chastened . Some will argue the contrary occurs , that 
offenders are instead attending the "universities of 
crime 11 ( Evans, 1994 , p . 1131 ) . For remandees  in custody 
there is no institut ional separation of persons accused 
of  capital crimes, drug tra fficking, or sexual offences 
from those remanded for a court appearance or a pre-
sentence report for minor offences l i ke traffic, 
unlawfully on premises, and other non-violent offences . 
For first o ffenders, in parti cular , and those li kely to 
receive a non-custodial sentence, the time spent in 
remand custody can cause more social damage than the 
deterrence effect that  was intended a 3  the "professional 
crimi nal" on remand can teach the former how to commit 
crime more " effective ly" (Armstrong , 197 7 ,  p . 11 ) . 
King ( 1 97 3) highl ights the d i l emma of t he magistrate 
using the remand period as " the short sharp lesson 
concept of penology , derived perhaps from the potted 
version of S kinnerian condit ional learning " hopi ng · to 
deter the offender f rom re-offending when the reality is 
the magistrate "may do noth i ng more than expose young 
offenders to the  contaminat ion from other prisoners and 
e�courage bitterness and resentment against the inj ustice 
of the system" · ( p. 84·) . 
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O '  Malley et al . 1993 (p . 1 7 4 ) , referring to the "Da y  
i n  Prison " p rogrammes i n  Australia and Ameri ca , conclude s 
that the brief taste of impri sonment a s  a de terrent could 
be overshadowed by long-term and persua s i ve crimi nogenic 
fact ors . Armstrong et al. , ( 197 7 , p. 9 ) , write s about the 
crimina l i sation of unconvicted people awaiting trial " 
the period fol lowing arre st i s  a crucial one , 
part icu l arly for the f irst of fender : i f  re l eased he  [ s ic ] 
may continue pos itive family and socia l  relationship s ;  i f  
held i n  gaol he [ sic ] will  more readily ident i fy himself 
with criminal act ivity .  
Armstrong et a l . ( 197 7 , p . 9 )  cites the 1969 report 
from the Ca nadian Commit t ee on Correct ions to infer 
simi lar i n  Au stral ian j uri sdictions " . . . the expos ure to 
those whose way of life is crime . . .  may leave many 
defendant s more likely to recidivist once released ,  than 
they were before incarcerationn . Misch kowit z  ( 1 993 ) 
found that one of the crucia l factors in brea king away 
from a crimi nal career was staying away "from 
criminogenic peer groups and mi l ieux ". Grogger ( 1991 ) 
reports that impris onment has a s i zeable criminogenic 
affec t  i n  determinin g  an indi victual ' s leve l of criminal 
act ivi ty . Coumarelos and Weatherburn (1995 , p . 5 7 ) write 
"cont a ct . with the criminal j us tice system is i nherently 
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criminogenic" then there is a moral obligation to 
minimise such contact. 
The crimina l isat ion impact of remand custody on 
society .i.s not confined to the future behavi our of the 
remandee. A study on prisoner ' s  families in West 
Austra l ia ( Conti , Jac kson and Matacz , 1993, unpubl ished) 
investigated 
incarceration 
the 
and 
issues 
found 
of 
tha t  
second generat ion 
"imprisonment offers 
negat ive role model ing for children . . .  it has an effect on 
ascertaining fut ure goals -they may want to be a lot like 
dad" ( p. 19 ) . 
There is ample l iterature avai lable regarding the 
detrimental effect and consequences of imprisonment for 
remandees awaiting trial or sentence (Armstrong et 
a l  . 197 7 ;  Austin , 1990 ; Biles 1983 ; Bi li;s , 1990 ; Brandon , 
197 8 ;  Cavadino , 197 1 ; Findlay et al . 1 994 ; Johnson et 
al . 1962 ; King , 197 3 ;  Law Reform Commission, 197 7 ;  
Liebling , 1994 ; Morgan , 1 9 89; NACRO, 1990 ; Olson ,  1975;  
O ' Ma l ley et a l . 1993 ; Paine , 1994 ; Walker ,  1988; Young, 
1988; Zden kowski ,  1994 ) . Notwi thstanding the span of 
t ime since some of the research was ca rried out , very 
lit t le has changed for remandees in the nineties . 
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Legal Disadvantage xor Remandees 
The. philosophy of al l men standing equal before the 
law does not always apply to remandees ,  who can find 
thernsel ves severely disadvantaged by imprisonment when 
accessing legal advice .  Re search by King ( 19 7 3, p . 7 6- 7 7 ) 
found that there were eight stages between arrest and 
conviction where the remanded de fendant was at a definite 
disadvantage in comparison to a defendant on bail in the 
community . These are li sted be low : 
1. If refus ed police bail, the defendant may not know or 
be able to contact a lawyer during or outside busines s  
hours . 
2 .  Representation at a first hearing is  unl i kely i f  the 
de fendant has not contacted a lawyer . 
3 .  The defendant ' s  choice of l egal representat ion i s  
restricted by custody . He /sh e  may be obl iged to accept 
a lawyer ass i gned by the court . 
4 .  Following incarceration " Pri soners are o ften  so 
confused or mentally restri cted that they are unable to 
loo k  after their own interests " ( King, 1 97 3, p .  7 7 )  . 
5 .  Prel iminary interviews with lawyers may take place i n  
the court cells a few minutes before the defendant 
appears before the magistrate . If there i s  a furthe r 
remand there i s  "almost inevitable reduction of quality 
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o f  preparat ion of  the cas e "  ( King , 1 9 7 3 ,  p . 7 7 )  because 
oI the i nconven i ences for the l awye r of vi s i t ing a 
c l ient i n  cus tody . 
6 .  Defendant s have to rely ent irely on the lawyer and the 
goodwi l l  of friends to  trace wi t n e s s e s  in p reparation 
o f  the c a s e . I f  the name s and addre s s es  o f  witness e s  
are not k n own "the  remand i n  cu s t ody can have a 
cripp l ing e f fect on h i s de fence" ( Ki n g , 1 97 3 , p . 7 7 ) . 
7 .  The de fendan t  is  "virtua l l y  impot ent i f  he [ s i c ]  i s  not 
happy with the wa y h i s  [ s i c ]  defence is bei n g  handled . 
Al l he can do i s  wri t e  l e t t ers from j a i l ,  cr:inp l a in to 
h i s  s o l i c i tor whe n  he choo ses  to vi s i t , and in extreme 
c a ses  change his  l awyer"  ( Ki ng ,  1 97 3 ,  p .  7 7 ) . 
8 .  The de fenda n t  i s  severe l y  re stri c ted in  e f fort s t o  
obtain evide n ce i n  m i t i ga t i on . 
Although there a re few pri son rest rictions in We s t  
Aus tralia for a cces s  t o  l awye rs , remandees have t o  depe nd 
on their lawye r s  and fami l i e s  to  sea rch for wi t ne s s e s  and 
gather evidence . Long t rips to pri son s and i nterview 
booki ng procedures do not encourage l awyers to a t tend 
thei r cl ien t s  for a consul tat ion that o therwise  would 
take les s than hal f an hour in  t h e i r  o ffice . I n forma l 
inte rviews wi t h  rema ndees a t  C .  W .  Campbel l Remand Centre 
revea l  that t hey are o f t e n  una ware or uncert a i n  what i s  
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happening regarding t heir al l eged offences, the remand 
term or court hearing ( Barry, 1 9 97 ) . Armstrong et al . 
( 1 977 ,  p . 1 3 )  are of the  opinion that rernandees , who stand 
most in nee d  of good and understanding defence probably 
receive the worst lega l service . 
Although the re s ul ts are not totally conclusive, 
there has been an amount of international research 
conducted which indicates that remandee s  in custody are 
more l i kely to receiv e  a custodial sentence than their 
counterparts who are remanded with bai l . (Armst rong et 
al . ,  1 977 ; Johnson, Savitz and Wolhgang , 1962 ; Bottomley 
( 1 970) cited in King 1 9 73 ) . Appeari ng in court "from the 
doc k "  rather than the court benches can have a negative 
effect on the magi strate' s perception of the good 
standing of the defendant. 
Bottoml e y  ( 1 9 7 3 , p .  77 ) ci ted various international 
studies which were caut ious in the conclusions that there 
was a causa l associat ion between remand custody and a 
conviction . 
Suicide and Acts 0£ Sel.:f-Harm 
Hitherto in this review any justifi cation for remand 
in custody has focused on the safety and protection of 
the community. · There is however  a humanitarian 
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r e sponsibi l i t y  with regard t o  t he safe t y  and protect ion 
o f  the accused whe n  the mag i s t rate cons iders pre-trial 
and pre-sent ence cus tody . 
Suicides and sel f- inj uri e s  i n  custody have r eached 
a l arming p roportions in  Aust ral i a  ( Fi ndlay et al . ,  1 9 9 4 , 
p . 1 1 9 ) . A t otal of  7 5  peop l e  were reported to have died 
in  cust ody i n  1 9 9 6 ,  twe nty- s eve n died i n  police cus tody 
or custody re lated oper at i ons , fort y-e ight di ed in 
i n s t i tutions ( Dalton , 1 9 9 6 ,  p . 1 4 4 ) . Whi l e  there has been 
a cont i n u i n g  dec rease in non-Abori g i n a l  death s in  
cu s t ody , Aboriginal deat hs i n  c u s t ody h ave rea ched the 
hi ghest figure recorded s i nce 1 9 8 0  ( Dal ton , 1 9 9 6 ,  p . 1 4 4 ) . 
An Amne s ty I nternat ion a l  Report i n t o  Abor i g i nal 
dea t h s  in  custody ( 1 9 97 ,  p . 2 }  stat ed t hat previous 
re s earch fi ndings t hat Aborigi ne s  s u f fered no g reater per 
cap i t a ri s k  of deat h  in cust ody wa s no longer the case , 
thi s pris one r g roup we re now " a t  abou t twice the ri s k  of 
othe r  pri soners " .  Th i s  rep o rt revea l s  a d i s t u rbing 
change in the vul ne ra b i l ity o f  .Abor i g i nal prisoners . 
Pert i nent to the vul n e rab i l i t y  o f  Abori g i na l  remande es i s  
B i l e s  ( 1 9 8 8 , p . 6 )  comment that  "Abori g i nal  pe rsons are 
o f t e n  less  able  to t o l e rate i s o l at ion in custody than are 
pe rsons of European descent . . .  " 
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Broadhurst and Loh ( 1994 , p . 92)  argue that previous 
figures for the Aboriginal /non-Aboriginal differential 
of deaths in custody have been distorted because the 
definition of "death in custody" has changed. Regardless 
of methodology, considering Western Australia has the 
highest rate of Aboriginal imprisonment in Australia 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1996 ;  Walker and 
McDonald, 1995) the vulnerability of Aboriginal remandees 
is a serious factor in the context of inappropriate or 
unnecessary remand imprisonment . 
Research by McDonald and Thompson (1993) showed that 
self inflicted death was the most common cause of death 
in prison and the risk of suicide occurring in prison in 
much higher than in the cornmuni ty. Hatty and Walker 
( 198 6) ident ify commonalties between suicides in 
Australian prisons. H i gh on the "suicide ladder" are 
remandees, first prison experience, the first two weeks 
of  custody and lac k  of family or soc ial support . 
Liebling (1994,  p . 381 } adds poor coping skills and 
young males as additional situational factors and noted 
that suicides profiles in prison are distinct from those 
occurring in the comrnuni ty " . . 90% of suicides in the 
community have a history of psychiatric illness compared 
to one-third of suicides in prison " .  
- . ;... 
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Backett ( 198 8 )  is  of the opinion that while there 
are commonalties of characterist ics of prison suicides 
that he agrees with i . e .  the danger period of the first 
few weeks imprisonment and remand status, he clarifies a 
broader perspective "what seems likely is that no clear 
pattern is p resent and that all prisoners are potentially 
vulnerable ll ( p . 7 5 ) . 
Most studies agree that the max imum amount of stress 
is experienced during the i n iti al  phase of custody when 
most readj ustrnents to custodial env i ronment have to be 
made ( Baldwin , 198 8 ; Backett 1 1 9 8 8 ) .  This stress is 
compounded for remandees by the uncerta i nty of thei r  
future and often their incarcera t ion has been unexpected, 
following arrest and court appearance in swi ft 
succession, w i th l ittle time to prepare themselves 
psychologicall y for the s hock of imprisonment (Backett , 
198 8 ,  p . 7 6 ) . Biles ( 198 8 ,  p . 6 )  recommends that "every 
reasonable effort must be made to prevent the onset of 
depress ion wh ich is a common reaction to incarce ration" . 
Backett ( 1988 , p . 8 1 )  call s the transition from 
street to custody a s  a "catacl ysmic experience" . He 
contim.:es thu s " It i s  th is dest ructive effect which has 
attracted most attention and the long term personality 
damage that results· is often su f ficient to prevent the 
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ex-prisoners subsequent readj ustment ( in the community) " .  
Backett ( 1 9 88, p . 81 ) attributes this negative affect of 
imprisonment as contribut ing to "the accumulation in 
society of severely damaged people " . 
A study of self-harming incidents over a four-year 
period at C . W. Campbell Remand Centre ( Whitred , 1 9 95 )  
found that o f  256 recorded incidents of sel f- harm, 54%  
occu rred in  the first 14 days of  remand custody . 
Wh it  red ' s  study also found tha t  the most common ( 4 5 . 6 % ) 
precipita nts to acts of se l f-harm was medical ly noted as 
"not coping with the constantly changing stresses of 
prison" ( p . 28 ) . According to Liebling ( 1 994 , p . 385 ) 
"prison- induced distress may be seen as a continuum that 
may contribute to su icide " . 
Communicable Diseases 
It is accepted that high-risk behaviour prevai l s  in  
prison (Austin, 
Connexions, 19 93; 
Waddel l ,  1 9 93 ) . 
report that 20% 
1 9 9 0 ;  Burns, 1 9 9 0 ;  Cain , 1 9 9 4 ; 
Dwyer , 1 9 9 0 ;  Kerr,  199 0 ; Kirby , 1 9 9 0 ;  
Kirby ( 1 9 9 0 , p . 15 )  cites studies which 
to 30% of prisoners engage in sexual 
activity at least once whi lst in prison, 37 % of South 
Australian prisoners were estimated to use intravenous 
drugs and 12% engaged in unprotected anal sexual 
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i n t e rcours e . Ki rby ( 1 9 90 , p . 1 5 }  i n fers that t hese 
fi gures are but the t ip of  t he iceberg . There i s  every 
reas on to bel ieve the fi gure s wou l d  genera l i s e  t o  Wes t  
Aus t ral ian prison s . Twe nt y pr i s oners at Karnet Pri s on 
Farm were te s ted for HIV and h epat i t i s  C after it was 
revealed by the Mini s t ry of  Ju s t ice that a H IV pos i t ive 
prisoner has pos s i b l y  h ad u nprotected sex and s hared 
needl es ( The  We s t  Aust ra l ian,  Jul y  1 1 , 1 9 9 7 ,  p . 5 )  . 
Fol l ow i n g  th i s  inc ident Act i ng  Premier for Wes t  
Au s t ra l i a ,  t he Hon . Mr . H .  Cowa n , said,  " . . .  the Government 
needed to protect pri s oners from fel l ow i nmat e s "  ( The 
We st Aus t ra l ia n ,  July 1 6 ,  1 9 97 , p . 3 0 )  
Previou s t o  t h e  above i ncide n t ,  i n  an open letter t o  
Wes t  Au stra l ia n  p r i son sta ff, Dr . D Brockma n ,  A/Director 
Health Servi ces , emphasi sed the probl em o f  hepa t i t i s  C as 
an i nfect iou s d i sea s e  i s  compari son to HIV .  He  estima t ed 
t hat at  lea s t  one in five prison ers were i n fect ed with 
Hepat i t i s  C a nd because of its  frequency and high 
infect i  vi ty  it  is seen as a bigger problem than HIV in  
We s t  Au stral i an prisons ( D . B rockman,  pers o n2. l  
commu n i cation , 1 9 9 6 ) . Accordin g  t o  a Min istry of  Ju s t ice 
s po ke s person i t  wou l d  cos t  " hundreds o f  thousands of  
dol la rs " to stop the  spread of h epa t i t i s C and HIV in  
pri sons ( The Wes t  Aus t ra l ia n ,  Ju ly 12 ,  1 9 9 7 ) . Lay ( 1 9 9 1 ,  
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p . 130 ) was so concerned about the impact of HIV positive 
and hepatitis infe1::ted offenders that he suggested that 
there are "enormous and obvious benefits in shrinking the 
size of the remand population for this 
diseases ] reason alone ". 
[ infectious 
Kerr ( 1990 , p. 1 13 )  is more concerned with the 
community than the prison environment ,  s tating that 
prisons must be seen as "incubators "  with prisoners 
disseminat ing the infectious diseases into the general 
community . He is 
disease poli cies 
also of the opinion that infectious  
in  prisons are based o n  fear of  
contamination of the general public rather than concerns 
for the heal th of the prisoners . The Hon . Mr. J .  Mc 
Ginty, Opposition spokesperson on Health, suggested that 
the West Australian Government should make condoms 
ava i lable in prison " . . .  because ultimately prisoners come 
back into the community. They will either be a wal ki ng 
time bomb or they wil l  be healthy" ( The West Australian, 
July  1 5 ,  1997 , p . 6} .  
Cain , ( 1994 , p . 1 1 )  highlights one of the biggest 
problems with communicable  disease s in prisons when he 
points out that there could be many prisoners who are HIV 
posit ive who do not know their own HIV statu s . This is  
the same for hepatitis B and C infected offenders . 
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Psycho-Social. E££ec:ts 0£ Remand Custody 
Custodial remand is likely to be damaging to a 
person' s self esteem and social relationships especially 
if there is no previous experiences of imprisonment. In 
addition, limited contact with family and friends can put 
strain on personal relationships at a time when most 
support is needed (Armstrong et al . 1977,  p , .  9 ) • 
Psychological withdrawal from partners and chi ldren is 
one way prisoners deal with the pain of separation 
(Baldwin, 1988, p. 59 ) .  Where this occurs it can compound 
a strained relationship already stressed by imprisonment, 
which will have little opportunit y to be repaired while 
the remandee is in custody. 
Pre-trial and pre-sentence imprisonment can mean the 
loss of j ob, income and often accommodation. Armstrong 
et al. ( 1977 ,  p. 9) and King (1 973,  p. 79 )  are in agreement 
that the financial consequences of remand custody, 
particularly where a mortgage or other financial 
commitments exist, may extend for years after the 
determination of charges .  Eviction from accommodation 
because of financial loss during remand imprisonment 
" . . .  may have serious pejorative effect upon the 
defendants attempt to return to normal l ife after 
release" (King, 197 3, p. 92 ) . Where a remandee is an 
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emp loyer the custody impact can effect the l ivelihood of 
other people in  the communit y .  For young or mature age 
students who are remanded i n  custody it can result i n  
dis ruption and disenrolment o f  t ertia ry studie s  and 
effect future career prospects . 
Accordi ng to Brandon ( 1973, p 1 8 2 ) people suffer the 
los s of their reputation i n  the community when they are 
imprisoned. King' s ( 197 8 }  analysis  of the " status 
passage » of defendants through the magistrat es courts 
identifies that once a defe ndants has been "branded" as 
having been . i n  prison , regardless of the offence or a 
suspended prison sentence outcome , it i s  l i kely h e  / she 
w i l l  be re garded in t he community as a "degraded person " 
(p. 190- 191 } .  This s tigma can t rans fer to the remandees 
family .  The stigma which attaches to a remand prisoner 
is indt stinguishab l e  to t hat of a convicted or sentenced 
pri s oner (Armstrong et al . 1 9 7 7, p. 9 ) . In addit ion, when 
a rernandee spends time in custody a permanent prison file 
numbe r  is gene r-ated on the Ministry of Justice dat abase 
which is never erased . This is the case eve n though the 
de fenda nt may never t echn ically become a " prisoner "  if 
he /  she is acquitted or receives a non-custodial sentence 
fol lowing a remand period (Ministry of Just ice persona l 
communication, May, 1997 ) .  
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According to Wal ker ( 1 9 8 8 , p. 2 )  imprisonment not 
only punishes the offender, bu t also their spou se and 
chi ldren and questi ons that young chi ldren should suffer 
the consequences of thei r  parent' � "fooli shness " .  Other 
comment s  on the impact of imprisonment on chi ldren wa s 
"they appear to cope , but are traumatised on the ins ide , 
they do not understand" ( Conti et al . 1993 , p. 19 ) . Even 
a short stint of imprisonment for a report can have a 
last ing effect on the stabi lity of  the chi ldren according 
to King " . . . the suffering that fol lows i s  out of all  
proportion to  the possible r i sks involved in granting 
bail " .  Bal dw i n  ( 198 8 ,  p. 59 ) ci tes interviews with ma le 
and female prisoners who 
behavi oural ·  dist ur�an ces 
descr ibe 
of their 
ins t ances where 
children like 
bedwett ing , emotional wi thdrawa l and school problems 
coincided wi t h  the parent ' s  receival i nto custody . 
In the event o f  a non-custodial sentence out come 
with t h e  above humanita rian consequences , a pre-trial or 
pre- sentence imprisonment period is n ot j us t ified .  In 
fact the severity of such an arbitrary decision by a 
magi strate goes beyond the meaning of  the word just ice 
where t he puni shment of impri s onment can also affect the 
o ffender ' s  family for a period o ften outlast ing the non­
custodial sentence . . 
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Previous Research 
To date there has not been any Austral ian research 
to hand specifically on non-custodial outcomes following 
al l or part o f  the offender ' s  remand period be ing spent 
i n  custody . Wal ker ' s  research ( 1 985 ) on a l l  outcomes, 
i ncluding cus t odial sent e nces and acqu i tta ls,  o f  remand 
i n  custody orders directly supports t he present research 
in so far that Wal ker ' s  research i nvest igated non­
custodial  outcomes as one part of his investigation. The 
aim of Wa l ker ' s  research was to build u pon previous 
research by Bi les ( 198 4 )  who found t here were significant 
di fferences i n  remandee numbers between Australian 
j urisdictions and "it was urgent ly requ i red to determi ne 
whether remand in custody orde rs we re being unfairly or 
improperly applied" (Wa l ker, 1985 , p . 1 ) . 
Wal ker ' s  ( 198 5 ) study compared Austral i an 
j urisdict ions against each oth er, the principal a im being 
to determine how, where and to what extent the 
dispa r ities, discovered by Biles ( 1 9 8 4 )  arose . Wal ke r ' s  
( 198 5,  p . 1 )  considera t ions were that rem and should not be 
us ed unle ss the sa fety of the public is e ndangered or t he 
accuse d  wi l l  abscond and that '' . . .  rem.:i nd should not be 
used wheneve r  t he l i ke l y  sentence upon convict ion is non-
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custodial and si nce remand is a deprivation of 
liberty . . .  i t s  duration should be minimised" . 
This research is an expansion of Wal ker ' s 1985 
investigations by providing a more detailed analysis of 
non- custodial sentences for offenders who spent some or 
all t he pre-se ntence period in custody. The rationale is 
that if a significant n umber of of fenders receive a non­
custodia l sentence following a period of  remand custody, 
then the initial pre-tria l  or pre- sentence custody cou ld 
be unnecessary or improper and contrary to the 
philosophical and legis lative underpinning of t he j ustice 
system. 
This present re s earch is also an expansion of 
previous studies as it examines the demographic 
characteristics of the sample grou p to determine if t here 
are any significant demogr aphics or offender 
characte r i stics that could be at tributed to t hem being 
remanded in custody prior to receiving a non-custodial 
sente nce . Wal ker ( 1 98 5) recognised the need for t11rther 
st udy to identi fy the characteristics of rernandees 
themselves " t o  determine if there is evidence of genuine 
inequ ity in the use of r emand" (p . v ) .  
Wilke ' s  ( 1993 )  research on sentencing of female 
offenders in West Australia fol lowing a PSR request has 
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some bearing on this thesis. Wilke ( 1 993 )  is  the most up 
to date research available on sentence outcome for remand 
in custody orders . While confined to outcomes for PSR ' s 
only,  and which applied exclusively to female offenders, 
her results confirm previously mentioned research that 
magistrates and j udges are continuing to remand offenders 
in custody contrary to philosophical expectations and 
legislative requi rements .  
This present study investigated magisterial remand 
cust ody orders for offenders who received a non-custodial 
sentence following a period of remand custody. 
Comparison s  were made with a group of offenders who spent 
the remand period at liberty in the conununity, to 
determine if there are any s igni ficant demographic 
characteristics that may be a contributing factor to a 
magisteria l custodial remand order. The present study 
also analysed the cos t to the taxpayer of the custodial 
remand period. 
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CHAPTER THREE � :t"1E THOD 
Procedures 
Data for the present study was extracted from three 
west Australian Ministry of Just ice databases : Magic ; 
Corrununit y  Corrections ( CC) ; and Offender Management 
Syst em ( OMS ) . Microsoft Excel was used by Ministry of 
Justice computer analyst, Mr.Adrian De Graf, to identify 
the sample populat ion and e xtract a portion of offender 
demographic data (Appendix ' C ' ) .  
The three databases 
different offender details . 
contain both similar and 
The Magic database provides 
offence charge details ,  court outcomes and offender 
identi fication . Community Corrections data is de tailed 
regarding sup ervised non-custodi al sentences, PSR data 
and offender demographics . OMS provides prison-based 
data regarding time spent in custody, custodial outcomes, 
bail details and offender demographics . 
The data collection and identification of the sample 
group turned out to be far more complex than was 
ant icipated  during the initial planning stage of the 
thesis . The difficulties arose because so many charge, 
court appearance , offender and prison rece ival variables 
were present and were subj ect to change . Examples of 
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such difficu l t i e s  we re mult i p l e  pri son recept ions , or 
where an o ff ender was a l ready in remand custody on 
anot h e r  mat t e r  prio r to rec e i ving a charge for the 
offe nce on wh i ch h e /she received the non- cus todial 
sent e n ce with i n  the s ample peri od .  
The re s earcher extracted dat a  from the West  
Aust ra l ian Pri son Service dat abase . The po l i ce dat abase 
provided criminal h i s t ory , offence data , ba i l  data and 
offe nde r demographics . 
Se1ection or Subjects 
Subj ect s we re drawn from t he offend e r  popu l a t i o n  of 
Armada l e ,  Joondalup and Perth Courts o f  P e t t y  Session  and 
cons i s t ed of  two dist i n c t  samp l e  g roups . 
Sample A consisted of a l l  offenders wi t h  charges 
laid between May 1 ,  1 996 and Oct ober 3 1 , 1996 and who 
spent some or a l l  of the remand period i n  cus tody prior 
to r e ce ivi ng a non-cus t odial s e ntence . Th i s  primary 
samp l e  numbered 2 2 1  o f fende r s ,  1 92 males and 2 9  fema les 
ranging in age from 1 8 - 5 2 years . 
Sample B was ra ndomly sel ected from t he overall  
popu l a t ion o f  1 1 , 4 3 0 offenders who spen t  a l l  of the 
remand period at libe rty in the commu n i ty p ri o r  to  
rece i v i ng a non-custodia l sent e n ce .  T h i s  comparat ive 
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samp le con s i s t ed o f  2 7  3 randomly s e lected o ffenders , 2 1  7 
mal es and 56 f emal es rang i ng i n  age from 1 8 - 9 0  years . 
Data collection 
Sanple Popula tion 
To ide n t i fy t he samp l e  populat ion , individual 
offe nder cha rge numbers for the pe riod May 1 1 9 96 and 
Oct ober 3 1 , 1 9 9 6  were l i n ked with tables of non-cust odia l  
outcome s o n  t he Mag i c  da t aba se . Th i s  wa s done separately 
for each cour t , Armada l e ,  Joondalup and Perth Cou r t s  of 
Pet t y  Ses s ions . 
Where t h e re were rnu l t ip l e  charges a nd out come s for 
an offender the mos t s e rious s ente nce ou t come was t a ken 
as t he " head " outcome for the s ample populat ion . Th i s  
reduct ion of d a t a  was achieved b y  sta r t ing w i t h  the least  
seri ous sent e nce out come and ove rriding it  by the  next 
lea s t  serious outcome . For e xamp l e , a fine o utcome i s  
the least s e rious out come and was ove rridde n in 
succe s s ion by  a Good Beh aviour Bo nd,  Probat ion , Commu n i t y  
Service Order ,  combi ned P robat ion and Commun i t y  Service 
Orde r ,  Cornmu ni ty  Based Supervi s i on Order,  Intens ive 
Supervi sion Order,  Suspe nded Sentence and imprisonment . 
Whe re there w a s  no sente nce out come t o  a charge t h i s  wa s 
excl uded from the samp l e  popu l at ion . Those exc l u s ions 
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included dismissed charges, withdrawn charges, no 
sentence imposec and transfers to higher j urisdictions 
for committals for sentence and/or trial . 
Sample Group 
To verify data of offenders with charges by most 
serious outcome as d istinct persons, offender 
identification details were cross-matched across the 
three Ministry of Justice databases . If offenders had 
charges in more than one court, they were counted in the 
f igures pertaining to each of those courts . 
records were cross-matched as fol lows : 
Offender 
1 .  Exact match between surname and given  names , including 
aliases, date of birth and gender. 
2 .  Exact match between surname and given names, including 
aliases and date of birth if gender is unknown on the 
Magic database . 
3 .  Exact match between surname, first three characters of  
given names, 5. ncluding aliases,  date of birth and 
gender . 
4 .  Exact match between surname, first three characters of 
given names, including aliases, and date of birth if 
gender  is unknown on the Magic database . 
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All dupli cations of offenders as distinct persons were 
then excluded from the tables. The tables were for 
Armadale, Joondalup and Perth Courts of Petty Sessions , 
as both single and combined data tables . 
For a descriptive analysis of sample A, it was 
necessary to identify those offenders in the sample 
population who had spent some or all of the remand period 
in custody prior to their non-custodial sentence . To 
achieve this, the offender sample populat ion was matched 
to the prison reception data. Those offenders who were 
received into custody as remand prisoners before, on, or 
following the sample period of May 1, 199 6  and October 
3 1 ,  1996 ,  and who were released on or before the charge 
outcome date were identified as sample A.  If there was a 
prison receival date p rior to the charge entry date , this 
was checked to see if the offender was a sentenced 
prisoner on other matters . If so they were excluded from 
the sample. This stage of the procedures finalised the 
selection of sample A for th£ present study. 
The following tables for sample A was created on 
S PSS : 
• Bail  granted 
• PSR request (1) i . e .  during any period of remand 
pertaining to the charge outcome 
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+ PSR request ( 2 )  i . e .  where the prison receival date and 
request date were the same 
+ Number of days spent in remand custody 
+ Number of days in remand custody for a PSR ( 1  and 2 }  
+ First time in prison 
Pre-Sentence Reports (PSR) 
The data regarding PSR I s was extracted from the CC 
and OMS databases by l in king offender identification 
numbers from each system. PSR Yes/No links were 
established. Where a PSR request date was the same as 
the prison receival date this was categorised as PRS ( 2) .  
The time spent on remand for a PSR ( 1  and 2) was 
calculated by deducting the PSR request date from the 
prison exit date and adding one day for the first actual 
day spent in custody . Where a PSR request date was prior 
to a prison receival date, the receival date was 
calculated as the first day . This could occur if a PSR 
was requested while the offender  was on bail but the bail 
was withdrawn and the person was remanded in custody . 
Bail Data 
The data regarding bail was collected from OMS by 
establishing lin ks with pri son reception data. There 
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were a numbe r o f  ca ses where subj ects were reco rded as 
having no ba i l  set on the da te o f  pri s o n  rec e iva l but 
were exi t ed from pri s on prior to the charge out come date . 
Th is d i s crepancy i n  da t a  could occur whe re an offender 
wa s granted ba i l  after hi s / he r  fi r s t  recept ion h i s tory 
data was ente red on OMS but the new grant of b a i l data 
wa s not updat ed on the offender' s f ile fol l owing a court 
appeara nce . 
Time Spent in .Remand Custody 
The number of da ys s pent i n  remand cus t ody for 
s ample A wa s extract ed from OMS by deduct ing the pri son 
receival date from the pri s on exit date a nd add i ng one 
day fo r the first  actual day spent in cus t ody . Where 
the pri son recei va l date pre ceded t he charge ent ry date 
then the  charge e nt ry dat e was t a ke n  as the first day of 
remand custody . Th i s  wou ld occur where an  offend e r  was 
al ready in cus tody for other mat ters when he / s he re ce i ved 
the charge in the sample period . 
First time in Prison 
Th is  data was collected by exami ning offende r p ri son 
file  numbers . Where there was a p re - 1 9 9 6  f i l e  numb e r  the 
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individual offender data was cross-matched with the 
criminal history records to see if an offender had ever 
received a custodial sentence . Where an offender has a 
pre- 1996 file number and no recorded prior custodial 
sentence on the criminal history record, it was deemed 
that the offender has prev iously spent a period of time 
in remand custody and was coded accordingly. This also 
applied to offenders who had spent time in a police lock­
up for non-paymen t of fines. 
Conparacive Daca 
For comparative analys is of demographics, a second 
sampl e, B, 
population .  
were randomly selected from the sample 
Data for sample B was obtained by the 
researcher from the West Australian Police apprehension 
and criminal history records. The initial sample of 353 
was reduced to 273 following the data collection, as not 
all subj ects had their current charge conviction recorded 
on the criminal h istory record (80 cases) . 
Aboriginali ty of  persons apprehended by police is 
not specifically recorded on West Australian Police 
Services database . Therefore, this data was compiled by 
the researcher entering "no " in this category where a 
country other than ·Australia was recorded as country of 
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origin on the police database . As Aboriginality is 
recorded on CC and OMS, a cross match of offender data 
for those in group B with Australia as their country of 
origin , was made to ascertain their Aboriginality . 
Demographic Characteristics /Criminal His tory 
Tables of demographics and criminal history 
variables for sample A and sample  B were created on 8888 
as follows : 
• age at t ime of charge 
• gender 
• Aboriginali ty 
• employment 
• age at fi rst conviction 
• number of prior court appearances ( adul t and j uvenile) 
+ number of adult breaches of bail 
+ previous most serious adult convictions 
+ current most serious offence ( of present non-custodial 
sentence) 
+ specific court by most serious offence of present 
conviction 
The number of previous j uvenile and adult court 
appearances does not indicate where there may be multiple 
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convictions from one court appearance . Categories for 
offences were selected and coded accordi ng to the 
Aus tralian National Criminal Offences (ANCO ) .  It was 
necessary to add a number of extra categories to describe 
and analyse adequately certain offences not on the ANCO 
list . For e xample, '' other assaults" were categori sed to 
include "ass ault a pub l ic officer" a nd " assaul t  common" 
as both these offences appeared frequently during the 
dat a  collection . 
Samp1es 
Descriptive 
Data Analysis 
data for samp les A and 
stat i sticall y analysed using S PSS for Windows. 
B was 
I t  ( a) 
described ( b l  compared characteri stics to determine if 
there are a n y  significant differences between offenders 
who spend some or a l l  of the remand period in cust ody and 
those that spend all of t he remand period in the 
cornmun i  ty ,  both samples having . received a non-custod1al 
sentence . 
Using S PSS for Windows , frequencies for the 
following variab les in samples A and B were statistically 
analysed : 
+ Gender 
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• Aboriginality 
• Age (current conviction) 
• Age (at first conviction ) 
• Employed 
• Bai l  granted 
• Breaches of bail 
.. First time in prison 
.. Current most serious offence 
� Previous most serious offence 
• Adult convictions 
• Juvenile convictions 
In  addition , the following variable frequencies from 
sample A were also statistically analysed ;  
+ Bail granted 
• Pre-Sentence Report 
Using SPSS for Windows , the �an and standard 
deviation of time spent in remand custody was analysed. 
The range and sum of days were also calculated. 
Using SPSS for Windows , the mean and standard 
deviation of ages for sample A and B were statistically 
analysed. 
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To determi ne any differences in  ( a )  current a ge and 
( bl age of firs t convict ion, of t he two group s ,  S PSS was 
used to complete an independent t - test . 
To determi ne �f there were relationships between 
groups , S PS S  for Windows completed 
tests for : 
two-way chi - squared 
• Aborigi nal offenders i n  sample A and B 
• Current most serious offences i n  samples A and B 
+ Breaches of bail for samples A and B 
• Bail for Aboriginal and non -Aboriginal offenders in 
sample A. 
Us ing Mini s t ry of Justice data the cost of remand 
custody for samp l e  A was determined by anal ys ing both the 
fi xed and variable  cost components of rema nd 
imprisonment .  
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CHAPTER FOUR :  RESULTS 
As noted, SPSS for Windows was used to analyse the data. 
Frequencies sample A are described first, followed by 
frequencies for sample B. Two-way chi-square and 
independent t-tests of the two sample groups complete the 
analysis. 
Descriptive analysis of frequencies for sample A 
Table 1 .  
Frequen ci es of demographi c  cha ra cteri s ti cs and crimi na l 
hi s t ory of custodi a l remandees (sampl e A) 
N=2 2 1  n % 
Male 192 8 7 %  
Aborigi nal 8 1  37% 
Employed 52 2 4 %  
First time in prison 121 55%  
No previous criminal history 37  1 7% 
Remanded without bail 1 5 0 68% 
Remanded for a Pre-Sentence Report 97 4 4 %  
Breaches of bai l  65 2 9 %  
Mean t ime in custody 1 6 . 3 4 days 
Mean age 2 6 .23 years 
It can be seen from Table 1 that for 55% of 
offenders thi s was their first time in prison. Almost 
all of the offenders were male ( 8 7 %  l . Aboriginal 
offenders comprised 3 8 %  of t he sample group. Almost 
three -quarters of the sample were unemployed . The age 
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range was from 1 8  to 52 years, 24 years SD, and the 1 9-21 
age group had the highest frequency (Appendix ' D' )  . The 
average time spent in remand custody was 1 6 . 34 days . 15%  
of  the sample group had no previous criminal convictions, 
which also means they would not have breaches of bail . 
Table 2 .  
Frequenci es of bail  gran ted, and previous brea ches of 
bail (sampl e A) 
Total Aborig inal Non-Aboriginal 
N=22 1  N=8 1  N=l 4 0  
Bail granted 
Yes 7 1  29 ( 3 6 % ) 42  ( 30% ) 
No 1 50 52  ( 6 4 % )  98 ( 7 0 % ) 
Breaches of bail 
Yes 6 5  4 2  ( 52% ) 23 ( 1 6% ) 
No 1 5 6  39 ( 4 8 % )  1 1 7  ( 8 4 % )  
No te . Previous breaches of bail apply  to  charges and court appearances prior 
to the current convi �tion charge . 
Table 2 shows that 1 50 offenders { 6 8 %  of sample A )  
were remanded in custody without bai-,i. Of the total 
number (8 1 )  o f  Aboriginal offenders 29 !i ( 36 % ) were granted 
bai l  compared to 4 2  { 3 0 % ) of non-Aboriginal offenders.· 
Results also show the.t although only 65  (29%) of a l l  
offenders had previous breaches of  bai l ,  4 2  ( 52 % )  o f  
Aboriginal offenders had previously breached bail  
compared to 23 { 1 6 % ) of non-Aboriginal offenders . 
I 
. .  JCQ 
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Table 3 .  
Frequenci es of Pre - Sen ten ce Reports , bai l  gran ted and 
no previ ous criminal history (sampl e A) 
N=22 1  
PSR request 
Yes 
No 
Bail granted 
No previous 
criminal history 
PSR 1 
97 ( 4 4 % )  
1 2 4  ( 56% ) 
2 4  ( 2 5 % ) 
15 ( 41 % ) 
PSR 2 
5 6  ( 2 5 %  l 
9 ( 1 6 % ) 
13 ( 3 5 % ) 
Note . PSR 1 .  I s  when  a report was requested during any period of the remand 
custody i . e .  the offender  could have already been in custody wai ting for the 
charge to be determi ned . PSR 2 is  the when the report was requested on the 
day the offender was received into pr ison from court havi ng been on bail in 
the community up to the time of the c�nviction . 
The results show that 4 4 %  of the sample group we re in  
custody for a report . Of  this percentage, 25% were in 
custody solely for the purpose  of a PSR. Bai l  was granted 
to �5%  �f offenders in custody for a PSR. 
Table 4 .  
Mean and standard c!�vi a ti on of time spen t in remand 
custody 
N M SD Min Max Sum 
Aboriginal 8 1  ( 3 7% ) 17  . 1 5 1 9 . 1 6 1 1 1 1  1 3 8 9  
Non Aboriginal  1 4 0  ( 63 % ) 1 5.8 8 2 0. 3 9 1 1 65 2 2 2 3  
Total 2 2 1  { 1 0 0 % ) 1 6. 3 4  1 9 . 91 1 1 65 3 6 1 2  
No te . The sample  period o f  May 1 , 1996 and October 3 1 ,  appl i <>s to the charge 
date . Time spent i n  remand appl ies to the period between the charge date and 
the outcome date , which could occur after October 1 99 6 . 
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Results in Table 4 show the total number o f  remand 
custody days accumulated by offenders wa s 3 , 612. The mean 
days were 1 6 . 34 and 19 . 91SD.  
The variabl e  cos t of imprisonment i s  $ 1 3 2 per 
prisoner,  per day . The annual cost of remand custody for 
the six month sample period i s  $47 6 , 7 8 4 . The capital 
cost  of impri sonment per prisoner bed space is  $ 2 35 , 4 8 7 . 
At any given time there was an average 2 0  prisoners in 
this category . The capi tal cost therefore was $ 2 3 5 , 4 8 7  x 
2 0= $ 4 . 7  mil lion. 
Table 5 .  
:requenci es of curren t and previ ous mos t seri ous offences 
(sampl e A) 
N=221  Current Previous 
Against property 8 5  ( 3 9% ) 90 ( 4 1  % ) 
Driving o ffen ces 5 1  ( 23 % ) 1 8  ( 8 % )  
Aga i n st good order 3 6  ( 16% ) 1 4  ( 6 % )  
Against the pers on 3 1  ( 14% ) 5 1  { 2 3% )  
Drug offences 1 7  ( 8 % ) 16 ( 7 % ) 
No previous offences 3 2  ( 1 4 % )  
Note . A further breakdown of curre nt and previous offence categories are 
available in Appendix ' E ' and ' F '  respective l y .  
Table 5 shows that o ffence s agains t  property were 
the mos t frequent offences  of curren t ( 3 9 % ) and previous 
( 4 0% )  convictions . Offences agai n s t  the person were the 
second mos t  frequent offence for previous convict  ions in 
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comparison to driving and good order of fences for the 
current offence category . 32 offenders (14 %) had no 
previous criminal history . 
Descriptive Analysis of Frequencies for Sample B 
Table 6 .  
Frequ en ci es of d1;. mographi c cha ra cteri s ti cs of offenders 
i n  th e corrununi ty (sampl e B) 
N=273 f % 
Male 217 80% 
Aboriginal 3 4  1 3 %  
Employed 1 5 2  5 6 %  
Previously in prison 38 1 4 %  
No previous crimi nal history 102 37% 
Breaches of bail 1 9  7% 
Mean age 28 . 8 5 years 
Table 6 shows the majority of sample B was male non­
Aboriginal offenders ( 8 7 %) . More than half of sample B 
was employed ( 5 6% ) . The age range was from 18 to 90 
years, 7. 77  SD, 28. 8 5M and the 2 5-29 age group had the 
highest frequency (Appendix ' D ' ) . The results show that 
only 7% of the sample had previous breaches of bail and 
while 100% of the sample were on bail at the time of 
conviction, 63% had a previous criminal history . 1 4% of 
the offenders had previously been in prison . 
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'l'able 7 .  
Frequenci es of current offences (sampl e B) 
f % 
Driving offences 124  4 6% 
Against property 63 2 3 %  
Against good order 32 1 2 %  
Against the person 28 1 0% 
Drug offences 2 5  9 %  
The results show that driving offences accounted for 
the maj ority of offences committed by the offenders in 
sample B (4 6% ) . Offences against property was second 
( 2 3 %) and offences against persons and drug offences the 
least frequent .  
Comparative analysis 
A two-way chi-square, using SPSS for Windows ,  
revealed Aboriginality was a significant difference 
between offenders remanded in custody and those at 
l iberty in the community. Chi-square ( l , N=4 94) = 59 . 32 ,  = 
£ < . 05 .  The frequencies are shown in Tables 1 ( sample A) 
and 6 { sample B J  . It can be seen from Table 1 that a 
larger proportion of Aboriginal offenders { 3 7% )  spend 
time in remand custody prior to receiving a non -custodial 
sentence . Table 6 shows the comparison of 13 % .Aboriginal 
offenders who spe_nt the remand period in the commun ity. 
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A two-way chi-square , using SPSS for Windows, 
revealed that Aboriginality  was not s ignificant regarding 
an inability to meet bail conditions as there was no 
significant relationship between Aboriginal and non­
Aboriginal offenders in sample A being granted bail . 
Chi-square ( 1, N=2 2 1 ) = . 80 , =p > . 0 5 . The frequencies are 
shown in Table 2 .  
A two-way chi-square, using SPSS for Windows , 
revealed breach of bai l history is a significant 
difference between sample A and sample B. Chi-square 
( l , N=494 ) =  4 6 . 62, = p < . 05 .  T�e frequencies are shown in 
Table 2 ( sample Al and Table 6 ( sample B J  . rt can be 
seen from Table 3 that 29% of offenders had previously 
breached bail . Comparatively, Table 6 shows that 7 % of 
offenders in sample B breached bail . 
A two-way chi-square, using SPSS for windows, 
revealed criminal history is a basis for a decision to 
remand in custody as there was a significant relationship 
between offenders with no previous criminal history in 
sample A and sample B. Chi-square ( 1, N=4 94 ) =  3 5. 30, = p 
<. 05 . The frequencies are shown in Table 5 (sample A) and 
Table 6 ( sample B ) .  Table 5 shows that 1 4 %  of offenders 
had no previous criminal history. In Table 6 it can be 
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seen that 3 7 %  of offenders had no previous criminal 
history . 
A two-way chi-square , using SPSS for Windows, 
revealed the nature of the current offence is significant 
between sample A and sample B .  Chi-square { 4 , N=4 94) 
=30 . 4 7 8, p <. 05 . The frequencies are shown in  Table 5 
{ sample Al and Table 7 { sample B l  . Table 5 shows that 
offences against property were conunitted most frequently 
( 3 9%).  It can be seen from Table 7 that driving offences 
had the highest percentage of convictions. 
Using SPSS for Windows, an independent t-test was 
completed on the differences of  age at first conviction 
for sample A and sample B. Assumpt ions of normal ity and 
homegenei ty of variance were met and results indicated 
the age of onset of  offending is significant between 
sample A and sample B. t ( 4 62 . 2)= - 7. 44 ,  p <. 05 . The mean 
age of first conviction for sample A was 1 7 . 38 (SD =6. 23 )  
compared to 2 3 . 33 years in sample B ( SD =10. 07) .  It is 
noted that the results do not indicate o ffenders who have 
one or more early j uvenile conviction and did not re­
offend again  until well into adulthood . 
Using SPSS for Windows, an independent t-test was 
completed on  the differences of current age for sample A 
and sample B .  Assumptions of normality and homegeneity 
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of variance were met and results indicated current age is 
significantly different between sample A and sample B .  t 
{ 490. 4 }  = -3 . 24, p <. 05. The mean age for sample A was 
26 . 23 ( SD =7 .. 77 } compared to 28 . 85 ( SD =10 . 18 }  for sample 
B. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 
The aim of this  study was to des cribe and analyse 
the use of remand custody orders for offenders who 
received a non-custodial sentence . The study found that 
for charges laid over a s i x  month period, 2 2 1  offenders 
were i mpri soned prior to receiving a non- custodi al 
sentence outcome . As ment ioned in the , , data collection 
thi s  number i s  an underestimate due to the di fficulties 
encounte red in determining a sample because of comp lex 
charge and pri son re ceival variable s . It can be said 
that at a conservative level , at least  4 42 offenders a 
year spend an average of 1 6 . 3 4  days in custody prior to 
re ceiving a non- cus todial sentence . 
One of the principal i s s ues in th is study i s  that 
remand imprisonment i s  used by mag i s t rates as a " short 
s h arp shock" , the  phrase so often used now that it has 
be come accepted j udicial j argon . It  i s  also suggested 
that m ag i strates use remand imprisonment t o  give 
offenders a " t aste of impri sonment" where a custodial 
sentence may not be appli cable or appropriate . This 
defa cto custodial s entence abuses the legislative 
requ irement of imprisonment as a last resort . 
�- -� 
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The discre tionary cri t eria for granting bai l  or 
remanding in custody are governed by cert a in principles . 
In genera l ,  these princip les are that thP.re i s  a 
li kel ihood the defendant will  fai l to appear at court , 
commit an offence whilst on bail , endanger the commun ity 
and interfere with witnesses if he /she is not kept in 
custody ( empha sis added) ( Ba i l  Act, 1982 , p . 7 8 ) . 
Remand in Custody or Bail? 
Failure to appear 
One of the criteria for rema nding an accused person 
i n  custody i s  the probability tha t the de fendant wil l 
fail to appear a t  co urt. On the  probabilit y that past 
behaviour is a good pre9ictor of future behaviour, 
previous breaches of ba i l  ca n be an indicator of the 
likelihood of the defendant not appearing in court . The 
results of this study show there was a significant 
di fference of previous bail history between offenders in 
custody and t hose wh o spent the remand period in the 
corrununity . T hat is , it appears tha t for th i s  cri t er ia, 
magistrates made a reasonabl e de cision whe n  rema nding in 
custody. However, the results need to be put in 
pe rspective . Table  2 shows t hat on l y  65 ( 2 9% ) offe nders 
who we re h e ld in custody had previousl y  bre ached bail . 
-;,.:. 
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It is argued, if breaches of bail were a factor when 
remanding offenders in custody because of a possibi lity 
of  absconding , then one would predict the 15 6 ( 7 1% ) 
offenders held in custody ,  without breaches of  bail, 
would have been likely contenders to appear in court . 
Therefore, for previous breaches of bail as a predictor 
to absconding , there is not any reasonable argument for 
magistrates remanding this group in custody . 
It is disturbing to see that 150  ( 6 8 % ) offenders 
( Table 2 )  were remanded in custody without bail granted . 
This means that over two-thirds of the custodial sample 
was given no opportunity for freedom prior to receiving a 
non-custodial sentence. In reality they had served a de-
facto custodial sentence, regardless of thei. r 
"unconvicted" status and before their "legal" sentence 
was determined . 
7 1  ( 32 % )  offenders in remand custody during the study 
were granted bail but could not meet bail condi tion.s .  It 
is disquieting that these defendants remained in custody.· 
There are two contrasting interpretations that can be 
construed from the results . 
magistrates granted bai 1 with 
The 
the 
first is that 
confidence the 
defendants would be released to the comrnuni ty . However,  
one possible impediment to this intention for a bai l 
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release  is the post court surety process. There is  no 
appeal system for a surety refusal by a Justice o f  the 
Peace , and consequently a lack of accountability that can 
cover any bias or prej udice a judicial officer may have 
( Barry, 1997) . The results in Table 2 ,  and the above 
interpretation , are consistent with previous studies 
( King , 1973 ; Law reform Corrunission, 197 7 ) that the surety 
requirement is discriminatory in  that it can place the 
under-privi leged or isolated defendant s  at disadvantage. 
The second interpretation of the bail results is 
that it cannot be discounted that unrealistic and onerous 
bail conditions are set by magistrates who are seen  to 
apply the legislation, but in real ity the intention is to 
detain  in custody. If  this is the case, then magistrates 
are knowingly using the legislation to wrongly imprison 
defendants . Apart from the inj ustice to the individual s 
concerned, another impl ication of such misuse of the Bail 
Act is that it can infer legislative inadequacies that in 
fact may not exist . In other words, it may appear the 
legisl at ion is at fault when in reality it is the 
interpretat ion and appl ication of the legislation by the 
judiciary that i s  the problem. 
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Ironically, the Sentencing Act 1 995 , which was 
introduced to provide alternatives to imprisonment , could 
be a causal factor of remand custody i n  this study. For 
magistrates who favour the "short sharp shock" and a 
" taste of imprisonment" as ways to correct offending 
behaviour, the remand facil ity enables them to circumvent 
the new legi slation which restricts custodial sentences 
of less than three months. 
Custody or Bai.l ? - Aborigina.l O:e:eenders 
Thi s  study was able to invest igate whether Aboriginal 
remandees were disadvantaged by the Bail Act , 1 982  
( Sec . 39 ( c) J in 
counterparts. 
comparison 
This has 
to 
not 
their 
been 
Statistically there i s  no significant 
non-Aboriginal 
demonstrated. 
relationship 
between bail granted to Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
remandees .  This i s  interesting in view of the results in 
Table 2 which show that Aboriginal offenders in custody 
have a greater percentage of previous breaches of bail 
than non-Aboriginal offende.:c:s in custody. I t  could 
therefore be suggested .that magist rates are more lenient 
towards Abori ginal offenders with previous breaches of 
bail by giving them "another chance" . On the other hand , 
Table 2 shows more · Aboriginal offenders than non-
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Aboriginal offende rs i n  cus tody have not been able to 
meet the bail conditions . The inference of this is that 
Aboriginal defendants and sureties may be more 
disadvantaged by the asset requirement of the Bail Act, 
1 982, ( Sec . 39 ) ,  than their non-Aborigina l c.;ounterparts . 
I f  this is so ,  t he s itua t ion will  be compounded if 
magistrates are de libera t ly pla c ing onerous bail 
conditions as discussed in the previous pa ragraphs. Also 
-- pertinent to the bail or cus tody decisions for Aboriginal 
defe ndants is the previous l y  noted lack  of an appeal 
system for surety refusals which can create l eeway for 
biased or prej udiced deci sion s  by j udicial officers . 
There are not significan t di fferences between 
Aboriginal and non-Aborigina l offenders for bail granted 
and th e l ength of time spent in custody , howe ver, the 
results show that Aboriginal ity is a signi ficant factor 
when being remanded i n  custody . A larger proportion of 
Aborig i nal offenders spent t ime in remand custody prior 
to receivin� a non - custodial sentence . These results 
indicate that further research is urgent l y  required to 
dete rmine to what extent t h e  systemic disc rimination of 
the j ustice system in Weste rn Australia is occurring 
within the remand imp risonment fac il ity . 
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Whi l e  endors i ng the concerns of Amn e s t y  
Internat ional regarding the high r i s k  o f  Abori ginal 
deat h s  i n  cus tody ( 1 9 9 7 , p . 2 ) , thi s s t udy i s  al so 
conce rned with the non report ing of over repres entation 
of unconvicted, pre sumed innocent Abori g i n a l  offenders , 
i n  remand cust ody . S ys t emic racism and other inj u s t i ces 
and i nequ i t i e s  can be more cove rt within  the rema n d  
faci l i t 1 beca u s e ,  as  we have seen b y  t h e  resul t s  o f  the 
s t udy so far, the i deol ogy of in t e rvention pract i ced by 
mag i s t rates can be hidde n by a "surfa ce n compliance  with 
t he legislat ion . 
Risk to the communi ty 
Anoth e r  cri terion for de c iding to  remand or grant 
b a i l  is the r i s k  pos ed to the community if the defendant 
is not det ained in  cus tody . As previ ous ly men t i on ed ,  
ma gistrate s use previ ous crimi na l hist ory t o  decide i f  
the de f enda nt poses a ri. s k  t o  the c ommunity . Wh i l e  
" professional n crimi n a l s  w i l l  b e  e a s ily ide n t i fied a s  a 
r i s k  t o  the communi t y  by the f requency and seriou s n e s s  o f  
t heir previous offence s , t h i s  s tudy deal t w i t h  non-
seriou s  offence s . As noted in t h e  l i terat ure review 
sect ion , t he key va r i ab l e s  t ha t  are u s ed for offender 
ri s k  predict ion are · t he age of onset of offending , 
·�­·�; I 
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crimina l  hi story and the n at u re of the offence ( Ge ndreau 
et al . , 1997). There was a significant differ ence 
between s ample A and s ampl e  B on all these var i ables .  
That is , those remanded in custody o ffended e arlie r ,  had 
more criminal historie� and there were di fference s in the 
nature of offe nce s commi tted . Thus  it appears that 
mag i s trates are ma king a ris k a s s e ssment consistent with 
the re search on r i s k  preaict ion ( Andrews and Bonta, 1994 ; 
·- Gendreau , 1997 ) .  However, o n  fur t h er examination of the 
-.y - - ·· - - ·-Z, . ·l:!. - ·· .lr._L_ -
results , which fol lows , it is argued that for the 2 2 1  
o ffenders remanded in custody , the re i s  no demonstrab le 
evidence to sugg est they were a ris k  to the community or 
the course of j ustice . 
In regard to community ris k factors , th e study shows 
1 4 %  of offenders in cus tody had no previous criminal 
hi story (Table 6). In add i t ion , th i s  group would have no 
previou s breaches of bai l and the most ser ious offence 
they could have commi tted was against propert y .  Going on 
past behaviour, the re was no ris k to the cornmuni ty o·f 
offendi ng or absconrl.ing . It is i llogical to remand an 
i ndividual in custody for an average of 1 6 .  3 4  days to 
prevent him/her from offending the n release them with a 
non-custodial  sent e nce immediate l y  after the  heari n g . 
Preventive detent ion will not guara ntee that he/ she w ill 
=� a t�·-··™-™™··m_LS::sc--=-=•aec-zz_z:es:az. 
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not "continue" to be a risk  to the corrununi t.y on release. 
The criminal records of some offenders in this group , 
shown in Appendix "G", demonstrate that there is  no 
j ustifiable reason why they should have been imprisoned . 
The conclusion is that they were remanded in custody to 
teach them a lesson 'early' in their criminal activities , 
i . e. a short sharp shock . 
Further to offender risk assessment is the age of 
onset of off ending. The results show that there is a 
significant difference in the age of first conviction 
between those in custody and those who remained in the 
community 1 7 . 8 3M { SD6 .23 ) and 2 3 . 3 3M { SDl0. 07) 
respectively . It appears that magistrates use onset of 
age of offending as a factor when remanding in custody. 
Thi s  is  cons istent with the risk variable identified 
above . 
The study showed there was a s ignificant di fference 
between the nature of the current offences for offenders 
in custocv and those who remained in the community .  
Table 5 reveals that offenders were remanded  more 
frequently for offences against property . In  comparison, 
Table 7 shows driving offences were committed most 
frequently by offenders who remained in the commun i ty .  
The offence category itself does not indicate the 
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seriousness or triviality of the property offence. What 
does indicate the nature of the offence is the non-
custodial sentence outcome . 
Pre-Sentence Reports (PSR) 
Table 3 shows that PSR ' s were requested for 44 % of 
offenders in custody. Of these,  4 1% had no previous 
criminal history and 7 5 %  were remanded without bail . 
These offenders had been detained in  custody for a 
report. As Appendix 'H '  testifies, offenders in  the 
s tudy were remanded in custody for verbal and written 
PSR ' s for minor offences prior to receiving a non-
custodial sentence. To remand an indi victual in custody 
for a written PSR for not having a driving licence seems 
difficult  to j ustify . I t  is even more problematic if the 
remand order i s  fo r  a verbal report (Appendix  ' H ' ) .  
Given the harshness of such measures, it is reasonable to 
suggest that the magi strate' s  motives were to shock the 
offender into compli ance. 
According to Wi l ke' s ( 1993) study on pre-sentence 
reports, there are four principal factors taken into 
account for sentencing; the number and seriousness of 
current charges, length of criminal record and most 
serious previous dispos ition (p. 67 - 8 )  . 
• I  • 
To apply these 
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sentencing principals to the offender in Appendix ' H '  who 
was remanded without bail and had never been in prison 
before ; his most serious previous offence was assault 
common and he had no breaches of bai l . I f  the pre­
sentence information for this offender can be taken from 
a criminal history record by the researcher then the same 
is available to  the magistrate via the police prosecutor 
at the court s .  While specific cases cannot be expected 
to generalise to the entire study, it is suggested in 
this case that a non-custodial sentence for having no  
motor driving l icence was a foregone conclusion. The 
. .. >. 
remand imprisonment was not a last resort . Furthermore , 
the PSR request outwardly legitimised thi s  improper use 
of remand custody . These examples seem to be cons istent 
with the premise that mag istrates are using remand 
custody as a guise for deterrence and/or defacto 
custodial sentences . 
Table 5 shows that 2 5 %  of the PSR' s were for 
offenders who had been on bail up to the time of 
conviction . . They did not abscond ; they had fulfi1 1J·ct 
their bai l  obligations ,  but were remanded in custody for 
a PSR be fore they received a non-custodial sentence . Of 
the sample,  35 % had no previous hi story and 8 4 % were 
remanded without bail-. The·:re does not appear to be any 
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j ust i f i cation for this remand . There is no rat ionale or 
logi
.
� that will explain the imprisonment of individuals 
wh� have obeyed all t he rules of the jus t i ce system up to 
a verdict and then receive a. non- custodial sentence after 
the imprisonment . The conclµsion for an observer of such 
arb itrary decisions is that the magist rate is using 
remand custody as "short sharp sh6cku measures . 
It should not be forgotten that the Bail Act 198 2 , , 
makes provision for l iberty o f  an offender after 
conviction " if there is a strong 1:ikelihood of a non-,,, 
custodial sentence outcome" 
(( 
(Sec . 4 /  p. 8 0) .  Consistent 
with this legislation, 4 4 %  of the offenders in the study 
who were imprisoned for a PSR could have spent t he remand 
period in the community . 
First Time in Prison 
Table 1 shows 55% of offenders remanded in custody 
before receiving a non-custodial sentence had never been 
in prison before . Of this  group 8 6 %  had no previous 
breaches of bail , 2 6% had no previous criminal history, 
the most frequent o ffence was agai nst property, 28 % had 
been granted ba i l  and the mean age was 2 3 . 5 7 years . 
Appendix ( ' I ' ) .  
I 
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Crimina1isation 
To introduce individuals to a pri son environment for 
the first time prior : to 
1 1 . 
them non-custodial g,iving a 
'i 
is I• indictment of the sentence outcome a serious ,, 
adrninistr:ation of j ustice . '·, Consistent throughout this 
\: .. 
st"qdy has been the thesis t.hat magistrates use remand 
custddy to deter re-offendin� by giving individuals a 
'i'
1 
11 
taste of imprisonment . As noted from previous research , ,  
there is no evidence to sugge'·st that such measures are 
, ,  
!�
' 
effective as a deterrent ( Cl�rkson and Keating, n . d ; 
Moody and Carr, 198 8 ; O' Malley et al. ,  1993). 
Conversely, the literature· supports the view that the 
. cr"iminogenic factor of imprisonment far out-weighs any 
dubious deterrence effect . . - (Armstr_9ng et al . , 197 7 ;  
Broadhurst and Loh, King, 197 3 ;  O' Malley et al . ,  1993, 
Moody and Carr, 1988 ; ) . That being the case, remanding 
offenders in custody for the fir
.
st . time inappropriately 
or unnecessarily, is ·likely to have a long term effect on 
West Australia' s offender management resources as future 
offending develops, rather than wanes . 
Suicide 
Another serious aspect of remanding people in custody 
for the first time is the implications of deaths in 
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custody . A fi rst prison experience i s  j us t  one of the 
factors that has been ident ified as a situational trigger 
,r 
/ I  
for acts 6£ self harm and s uicide ( Hatty and Wal ker,  
1 98 8 ;  Liebling, 1 9 9 3 ;  Sackett , 1 9 8  8 )  Other 
i i  
characterist ics in Tab1� e 1 that have bee n  identified as 
pos lible ris k  factors '\ for sel f  harm and suicide are; 
youth , Aboriginali ty, male gender. and remand · status 
(Amnesty I nternational , 1997 ; Backet t ,  198 8 ;  Liebl ing , 
1 193 ) 
Given the evidence · from the re sults ( Table 1 and 
Appendix ' I ' )  there doe s not appear to be j ustification 
for t hese first time remands i n  accordance with the Bail 
Act, includi ng the previousl y dis cus sed community ris k  
I " "• ' .  
assessment process . One can only conclude that the 
purpose behind the remand custody i n  quest ion is to teach 
· ' 
the offender a lesson not to offend again .  I f  this i s  
the case, then magi strate s  are clearly contravening the 
principles of jus t ice and human rights .  
Economic Impact of Remand Custody 
Remand Cuseody Cost  
·The study shows t h a t  offenders spent a total o f  36 1 2  
day� i n  remand custody ( Table 4 ) .  The variable costs to 
the  government for maximum security imprisonment are $ 132 
I 
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per prisoner per day . Therefore it costs the government 
almost $ 1  million per annum to remand prisoners in 
custody prior to receiving a non-custodial sentence . The 
cost for offenders in the community who received the same 
sentence outcome was nil. 
Table 4 shows the longest remand period for an 
offender was 165  days . It cost approximately $ 2 1, 780 to 
keep this specific offender in remand custody before 
he/ she received a non-custodial sentence . Given the low 
offending ,: ris k  factors of the s ample group already 
dis cussed, this remand term was a costly burden on the 
\I, 
tax payer . 
As discussed previously in· this paper , the W�st 
Australian government may in the near future spend, at 
,best ,  approximately $36  million on .r.ernand accommodation . 
This study showed that at a conservative estimate, 4 22 
offenders per year might be imprisoned unnecessarily . 
Magistrates should only be using remand imprisonment as a 
last resort. The results of the study indicate that the 
overcrowding and economic consequences are contributed to 
by questionable judicial decision making. By providing 
more bed space the government is accommodating,  not 
addressing, a problem. 
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Socio-Economic Cost 
Not so easily calculated is the cost of the loss of 
productivity to the state economy from the 2 4 %  o f  
offenders who were employed before their imprisonment 
( Table 1) . Instead of being tax payers they became a tax 
cost . Notwithstanding any government assistance to a 
defendant ' s  family during an extended remand period, the 
cost to the -taxpayer may continue after the offender is 
released if he/ she has to receive unemployment benefit . 
Table 6 shows that 5 6 %  of the offenders in the community 
were employed . These continued to contribute to the 
economy while waiting for their sentence, their 
employment or education was not j eopardised and 'they were 
not a burden on the taxpayer . Given the results of the 
study, there ' �ould have been a similai beneficial outcome 
for the offenders in custody . 
The results of the study have revealed justice and 
economic issues that cannot be ·denied. However, this 
' • \ 
study is also about an impact of custody that is not so 
easily measured in  percentages and dollars. This study 
is about people . It is about 22 1  individuals who have 
been imprisoned unnecessarily . They have been placed in 
a prison environment where the stress and isolation can 
trigger acts of se lf harm and suicide. They are at risk 
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of exposure to hepat it is and HIV communicable diseases . 
There can be an intolerable strain put on family and 
personal relationships . Educat ion and employment can be 
jeopardised or cease because of the dis ruption caused by 
the remand period . Not only the offender suffers . The 
stigma a ttached to imprisonment can effect the family of 
the offender ; this can be particularly difficult fo r 
children to deal with . 
Limitations of the Study . 
Due to time restrai nts , thi s  s tudy was confined to 
Armadale , o'oondal up and Perth Courts of Petty Sessions . 
Notwithstanding that Perth Magistrate ' s Court handles 4 0 % 
of all -Petty · sess ion matters id. West Australian (Auditor 
General, 1996, p .. _ 1 0 )  the results of the study cannot be 
generalised to all courts in Wes tern Australia . This is 
particularly so for Courts of Petty Ses s ion in county 
areas who deal with over three-quarters of Aboriginal 
defendants ( Eroadhurst ·et "al . 1994 , p .  6 )  • 
The data collect ion for this _study has highlighted 
deficiencies ,regarding Ministry of Justice offender data 
which will nneed to b� resolved if further empirical 
{ .i{ 
I •, 
research is underta ken . _;:/if6, overcome any pos sible 
/.'./ 
,'I 
inaccuracies within ,·)t:he aJai lable data that could have 
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biased the res ults , the researcher was obliged to discard 
/l  
offenders that could have been included if there was 
cons istency of the data  entry across Ministry of Justice 
databases. S uch an example was the omiss ion of 1 1 3  
offenders who were received into a prison during the 
sample period , "but no link to the prison system was 
found" ( Appendix  'C '  ) . The limitation for the study i s  
that while the re sults are accurate they are 
underest imated . 
Conclusion 
The information from thi s  study has advanced the 
knowledge of the use of remand imprisonment . An analysi s 
of the common factors of offender risk assessment and 
�omparative analys is · of the two groups , led to the 
conclusion that there was no j ust ifiable reason in 
1:-
accordance with the legislation, why the custodial 
offenders in the study were remanded in custody prior to 
receiving a non-custodia l  sentence. The study conclud�d 
that it i s  reasonable to suggest that magistrates use the 
remand facility for short sharp shock measures and as a 
de facto sentence . This being the case , imprisonment is 
not being used as a last  resort ,  instead magistrates may 
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be us i ng the legislation to fac il itate t heir own beliefs 
that impri sonmen t  deters offending . 
The study has contributed signi ficant i nformation 
about remandee demographi cs and( criminal history that 
\\ 
wil l support future research in this under investigated 
area of the criminal jus t i ce s ys tem . . . The results have 
h ighlighted humanitarian and j ust i ce is sues by reveal ing 
tha t over half the offenders who were in custody were 
imprisoned for the first 
, :  
,;:''· -- \� 
• I • t ime, exposing them to 
criminogenic influences , communicable disease and acts of 
s e l f  harm and suicide} In add ition ,  an analysis of the 
result s found ·, that the adminis t rat ion of t he bail 
l egislation detai ned offenders i n  cus tody w'..:. thout j ust 
cause . Futther re search is required to examine the bail 
legislation and i t s  effe·ctive�es·s for offenders at gras s 
\ •  
root level , i . e .  remand imprisonment . 
The study ha s provided emp irical i nformation which 
ind icates that the sys temic discriminat i on agai ns t  
Aboriginal offenders , apparent i r. other sect ions o f  the 
cr iminal just ice system, i s  al so pract iced with in the 
sphere of the r�rnand custody fac i l i ty .  This dat a i s  a 
val uabl f: addi t ion . .  to other research findings , in pursuit 
of a solution to t he problem of the over representation 
of Aborigi nes in the West  Austral i an j us t i ce s y s tem. 
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The study has  highlighted the economic imp l ications 
of unnecess 2.ry remana custody for the Wes t  Au stralian 
government . The con clusion is  that t here are e normous 
savings t o  be gained by t he taxpayer if magistrates use 
the remand custody facili ty sparingly , and in strict 
adherence to the spirit of the leg i s l ation . 
Th is study has p rovided the groundwork for fu ture 
research wh i ch i s  needed to examine the leg i s lation and 
the dec i sion ma king that results in unnecessary and 
unj ustified loss of liberty . In addition, to provide a 
hol istic perspecti ve to the quest ion of imprisonmen t of 
the unconvicted, further research i s  required to evaluate 
the humanita rian effect of rema nd custody. 
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WEST AUSTRALIAN ADULT REMAND RATE 1994-1997 
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APPENDIX 'B' 
ONE DAY SNAPSHOT OF MAGISTERIAL REMAND WARRANT 
OFFENCES 
Remand OJstody Orders 
Snapshot 0£ o££ences £or remandees at C. W. Ca.nq:lhell .Remand 
Cent.re on 25/9/1996 for Court 0£ Petty Sessions warrants 
onl.y. (N.B Sams remandees have multiple o££ences and 
court Bppaara.ncas) 
No mdl, steal, dr/m . v  with false  label ; revoke bai l ;  no 
bail 
Burglary x3 , attempt burg . ,  res ist, on curritlage , 
damage; no bail 
Steal m . v, no mdl, damagex6, stealx3, as sault; no bail 
Threat to kil l, assault occas ion bodily harm (aobh} ,  
unlawful pos s, possess  utens i l ;  bail granted. 
Assault, damage, threat to hinder, breach bail 
condition; no bail . 
Assault publ ic officer, di sorderly ,  br. bail condition ,  
steal,  grievous bodily harm ( gbh) ; bail granted . 
Unlawful poss. weapon, threatening words , aobh , 
rece iving, fraudxS, b r .  community service order, armed 
robbery ,  breach bail, damage, burglary; no bail . 
Burglary, steal with violence wh ilst in company; no bail . 
Grievous bodily  harm; no bail . 
Import drugs ; no bail . 
Attempt to  pervert the course of jus tice ; no bail . 
Assault, false name, sex . penetration x5, aggravated 
assaultx6 ;  bail granted . 
Deprivation of liberty, aobh, robbery with attempted 
violence ; no bail . 
Fraud x 27 ;  no bail . 
Steal ,  offensive behaviour, trespass, br . bail x2, steal 
rn . v, false name, no mdl , damage x2 ; no bail. 
False name, reckless driving ,  no mdlx2, driving under the 
influence (dui } ;  no bail. 
Fail to stop, br . bail, attempt to pervert the course of 
j ustice ;  bail granted . 
Robbery with attempt . violence , attempt steal with 
violence ; no bail . 
No mdl; no bail 
Burglary; no bail . 
Steal m . v, reckless driving, no mdl, excess 0. 08% ,  fail 
to stop; no bail . 
Refuse  to stop, dangerous driving; no bail . 
Burglary; no bail . 
Steal m . v, reckless driving, no mdl, excess 0. 08%,  fail 
to  stop, refuse to stop, dangerous driving, steal m . v  x3, 
burg, attempt armed robbery; no bail . 
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Remand Custody Orders 
Assault public officer x 8, threat to kill  x 6 ;  bail 
granted . 
Steal wi th violence ; bai1 granted. 
Steal x3,  st�al m.v, steal x2, no mdl ,  reckl ess 
dr.iving ; no bail . 
No mdl, br. bail conditions x2 , fraud, unlawful obtain ;  
no bail . 
No mdl, excess 0 . 08 % , res i. s t  arrest, unlawful assault, 
aobh, br . bai l, damage x2 ; no bail . 
Steal m. v x2, burglary, unlawful assault to resist 
det ention, resist publ ic officer, receiving, steal x4; 
bail granted . 
No mdl ; no bail . 
Burglary_ x9, steal ; no bail . 
Robbery x 3, steal m . v, steal m . v  x7 , receive, br. bail x2, 
forfei t  bail, steal, burglary ; no bai1 . 
Breach probation, no mdl ; bail granted. 
Breach bail, no mdlx2, 0 . 0 8 %, steal ; bail granted . 
Refuse to comply, br. order to keep the peace, assault ; 
bail granted . 
Aobh; no bail. 
Steal with violence, assault  public officer; bail 
granted. 
Breach probat ion xS; bail granted . 
Steal whi lst armed in company; bail granted . 
Attempt to steal m. v x2 ; bai1 granted . 
Unlawful wounding, sex . Penetration ;  bail granted . 
Stealx4, stupefy to commit i ndecent offence, sexual 
penetration without consen t ;  bail granted . 
Aggravated indecent assault, agg ravated sexual 
Penetration x3, deprivation of  l iberty, stupefy to commit 
offence x2 ; no bail . 
Sexual offence xS, indecent dea l ings xS ; bai1 granted . 
Br . bailx2, unlawful on premises, no mdlx4 ; no bail . 
Burglary x2 , steal x2; no bail . 
Steal with violence ; bail set . 
Aobh, deprivation of liberty, sexual penetration x8 ; bail 
granted . 
Steal m . v . ; bail granted. 
Import prohibited goods, false statement;  no bail .  
Dui, no mdl , speeding ; no bail . 
Escape legal custody, destroy property x2, steal m . v ,  
reckless driving x2, burgalry x2, false name , refuse to 
stop, resist arrest ; no bail . 
Excess 0. 0 8 % ,  no mdl, unlicensed vehicle, hr . bail ; bai1 
granted. 
Breach order to keep the peace ; no bail . 
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Aobh ; no bail . 
Burglary, aobh, robbery; no bail . 
Burglary x3 ; bail gr.anted . 
Remand Custody Orders 1 · , 
Assault, resist, steal m . v, reckless driving , du i ,  
dangerous driving, steal , n o  mdl x2 ; bail granted. 
Conspiracy to cul tivate cannabis with intent to  
sell /suppl y ;  no bail . 
Dangerous driving ,  refuse to stop,  0 . 08%, no mdl ; no 
bail . 
False name , conspire to  s/s amphetamines, possess stolen 
goods; no bail . 
Burglary x 3; no bail . 
Attempt to pervert the course of  j ustice ; bail granted. 
Burglary x 5, possession ; bail granted. 
Burglary x 3, aobh x 2, deprivati on lib . x  2, agg . sex . 
penetration x 6, criminal damage; no bail . 
Aobh, br . bai l ;  no bail . 
Steal with viol ence wh ilst in company; bail grantad. 
Armed robbery in companyx4, steal m . v  x4 ,  armed robbery ; 
no bail . 
Damage , offensive behaviour ; no bail . 
Inten t  t o  injure x 3 ;  no bail . 
Cul t ivate cannabis with inten t s/s ;  no bai l . 
Aobh , p�ss . weapon , unlawful assault, wil ful exposure , 
disorderly conduct, steal , gbh, un lawfu l  wounding ; no 
bail . 
Indecent dealings with child u/ 16 x 3, sex . penetration 
child u/ 1 6  x3 ; bail granted . 
Attempt burglary, resist, unlawful assault; no bail . 
Aggravated sex. penetration x 16 ;  no bail . 
Steal, burglary ;  no bail . 
Aggravated sexual penetration x 6 ;  no bail . 
Criminal damage, assault; bail granted . 
Unlawful wounding , break and enter, aobhx 2, br. 
restraining order; bail granted . 
Stal king, revoke bail ; no bail . 
Fai l to comply , fail to provide breath  test, no mdl, 
disorderly; no bail . 
Disorderl y , conduct , assault  public officer x 4;  no bail . 
Intend bodily harm , unlawful on premises x2 ; no bail . 
On premises without lawful intent, burglary, unlawful 
indecent assault, steal m . v, threat to hinder;  bail 
granted . 
Criminal damage by fire ; bail granted. 
Sexual penetration of chi ld u/ 1 6  x 2 ;  bail granted . 
Burglary with intent ; no bail . 
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Remand Custody Orders ; 
Steal  x1 2 ,  fraud xS , Burglary x8 , steal as  a servant ;  no 
bail . 
Resist , br . restra i n ing order;  no bail . 
Burglary x2; no bail . 
S t eal  x2 , attempt to cause explos ion, threat to kill;  
bail granted . 
Fail to stop, no mdl, dui, dangerous drivi ng ; no bail . 
Possess cannabi s ,  gbh ; no bai1 . 
Burglary, st eal wi th violence ; bail granted . 
Burglary; bail granted. 
Burglary,  stea l ;  no bail . 
Br. bail x2 , false name, fa lse  s tatement ,  possess 
cannabi s ;  no bail . 
Unlawful assaulL x3 , damage property x2 ; no bail . 
No rndl, fal se stat ement ,  possess cannabis . ,  possess 
ut ensil; no bail . 
Steal m . v, damage , wi l ful murder ,  rape, at L �pt murder; 
no bail . 
Robbery whilst  armed ; bail granted . 
Fa lse name , posses s weapon, assau l t ;  bail grantod. 
steal  with violence ; no bail . 
Th reat to hi nder ;  bail granted . 
Breach brtil , possess  heroin  wi th  intent to sell /supply, 
aggravated sexual pene tra tion x 2 ,  deprivation of 
liberty; bail granted . 
Indecent  offence,  sexual penetration without con sen t ;  
bail granted . 
Aggravated indecent assault ,  aggravated sexual 
penetrat ion x3 , deprivation of l iberty ;  no bai l . 
Remand Custody Orders 
APPENDIX 'C' 
MINISTRY OF JUSTICE DATA COLLECTION 
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COURT DEFENDANTS HELD IN PRISON 
AS REMAND PRISONERS 
WHILST WAITING FOR CHARGES TO BE DEALT WITH 
PERTH, ARMADALE AND JOONDALUP COURTS OF PETIY SESSIONS 
Following a request for data to be provided to enable a research project to be 
completed by Ms Maeve Barry concerning prisoners held on remand whilst waiting for 
charges to be dealt with, the following procedures were followed. 
1.  Court Data Bases 
With the assistance of Bruce Mohan , details of all charges and outcomes were 
extracted from the court data bases on the Ministry's Data Warehouse. The charges 
selected were those recorded on the d ata bases over the period O I MAY I 996 to 3 1  
OCTOBER 1 996. 
In case there was more than one outcome for a charge, the most serious outcome was 
selected . 
If outcomes indicated transfer to other courts, committal for trial/sentence, withdrawal, 
discharge, d ismissal, no sentence or no outcome (as at late June 1 997), appropriate 
codes were inserted so that t hose charges could later be excluded. 
Age was calculated by deducting the date of birth from the charge date and dividing 
the result by 365 . 25.  Ages were then grouped into various categories. 
To guard against duplicate file numbers, the lowest file number was selected in cases 
where the first three characters of both the surname and the given names were found to 
be the same when there were multiple file numbers, provided that date of birth and sex 
(where known) were also the same. 
2. Prison and C�mmunity Corrections Data Bases 
Where possible, prison and com1nunity correction file numbers were inserted against 
the court records .  This was done on the basis that at least the first three characters of 
both the surname and the given names on the coltrt systems had to equal those on the 
corrective services system. The Date of Birth and Sex had also to be the same, unless 
they were u nknown. The Alias Records on the Corrective Services Systems were also 
checked . 
If the Court records did not show valid date of birth, sex or race, those were obtained 
from the prison or community corrections systems where possible. 
3. Prison Receptions 
A valid prison reception date was selected on the following basis: 
The reception date needed to be on or after the charge date and before or on the 
outcome date. If there was no such date, a 'prior reception date' was inserted if 
possible, provided that the charge date was prior to the release date following such 
prior reception date. The first following release date, if any, was obtained from the 
reception record . 
The reception type was inserted and the offence and prison term files on the prison 
data base were checked to ascertain whether the prisoner became sentenced during the 
particular prison stay. The reception record was also examined as to whether the 
prisoner was employed as at the time of reception. 
The admission check list record immediately following the reception was utilised to 
find whether bail was set or not. The offences recorded on the admission check l ist 
records were converted to anco codes. The lowest anco code was taken to be the 
major charge. 
4. Community Corrections Orders 
The Community Corrections Data Base was checked to find whether there were any 
community based court orders recorded as having commenced on or after the charge 
date but before or on the outcome date. 
If a pre-senten(:e report was requested on or afier the charge date and on or before the 
release date it was recorded. However, it would only be considered val id if the due 
date was greater than the reception date. In case of a reception prior to the charge 
date, both the requc.st and the due date needed to be equal to or greater than the 
charge date. 
5. Time Incarcerated 
Time incarcerated was calculated on the following basis: 
If the reception date was on or after the charge date, the reception date was deducted 
from the release date . 
If the reception date was before the charge date, the charge date was deducted from 
the release date. 
Time incarcerated whilst a pre-sentence report was pending was calculated as follows: 
If the charge date was before or on the reception date and the request date was on or 
after the reception date, the request date was deducted from the release date . 
If the charge date was before or on the reception date and the request date was prior 
to the reception date with a due date on or after the reception date, the reception date 
was deducted from the release date. 
If the r.harge date was after the reception date and the request date was on or after the 
charge date, the request date was deducted from the release date. 
One day was added in each case to ensure that both the first and last day were counted. 
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6. Di�tinct Persons Held on Remand Only 
From the tables containing detail s of all the charges, separate tables were extracted 
showing, as far as possible, distinct receptions of distinct persons where there was no 
record of such persons having been sentenced to imprisonment for any of the charges 
examined and where such persons did not become a sentenced prisoner for any other 
reason. Such persons must also have been released from prison and charges must have 
a valid outcome. Separate tables were constructed for each Court plus a table 
combining all Courts. 
As far as the table combining all Courts is concerned, the lowest file number was 
selected in cases where the first three characters of both the surname and the given 
names were found to be the same when there were multiple file numbers, provided that 
date of birth and sex (where known) were also the same. 
Where there were multiple receptions and more than one apparently valid charge date, 
the lowest charge date was selected. 
Where rows were duplicated or overlapping, the appropriate rows were deleted. 
7. Conclusion 
It must be noted that figures will change over time as over time more and more matters 
commenced during the period examined ( l May 1 996 - 3 I October 1 996) continue to 
be finalised. 
The lists of distinct persons provided show the following columns: 
Court No Court File No (which is the lowest number of all numbers where the 
defendant appeared tD be the same person) 
cpr nr 
Surname 
Given Names 
s 
R 
P DOB 
Prison File Number 
Sex 
Race 
Date of Birth 
tm rmd Time held on remand 
ps dys Time held on remand with pre-sentence report pending 
CH ETR Y Charge Date 
PRJOR REC Prison Reception Date if received before charge date 
PRJSON DA Prison Reception Date if received on/after charge date 
PSR_ REQU Pre-Sentence Report Request Date 
PSR_DUE_D Pre-Sentence Report D"t1e Date 
RelDate Prison Release Date 
EV DATE Charge Outcome Date 
P Code 'Y' :  Valid Pre-sentence Report 
B Code 'Y' Bail Set, Code 'N' Eail Not Set 
min anc Minimum Anco: Major Charge according to Prison System. 
PstC Post Code of Address recorded on Court System 
E Employment as at time of Reception: Code 'Y' Employed; Code 'N' 
Not Employed 
J 
Attached are lists of the fields recorded in the Temporary Tables utilised for extracting 
the data. 
Note: As the outcome date was inserted at a late stage, it now is found that the 
outcome date my, at times, precede the release date. This occurs in relation to 1 5  
distinct individuals. If it is decided that such cases are not valid cases or if remand days 
should only be calculated ai; far as the outcome days, a slight modification to the 
program needs to be made. 
Adrian de Graaf 
A/Manager Statistical Analysis 
Policy Branch 
Policy, Programs and Projects Directorate 
Offender Management Division 
23 July 1 997 
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TABLES.XLS 
tempparty (Perth CPS), tcmppartya (Armadale CPS} end tempparlyj {Joondalup CPS) 
Name Null? 
____ ______ ..... _. _____ ... --.. 
P ID NOT NULL 
SURNAME NOT NULL 
GIVEN NAMES 
P SEX 
P RACE 
f._!)08 
P ADDRESS 1 
f._.ADDRESS 2 
P ADDRESS 3 
P POSTCODE 
CH ID NOT NULL 
CH YEAR NOT NULL 
CH ENTRY DATE �JOT NULL 
CH COM PL DA TE NOT NULL - --
OT ANCO CODE 
OT ACT NOT NULL 
OT SECTION NOT NULL 
OT SUB SECTION 
OT ADD CODE 
OT SHORT DESC 
OUTCOME ---
PRISON ID -- 1---- ---- - --- ---
CCO ID 
PRISON DATE 
CCO_DATE 
CCD OT 
RT CODE 
EV DATE 
REC _TYPE 
PRIOR REC DATE 
PSR REQUEST DATE --· 
BAIL SET 
RELEASED DATE 
TIME REMAND 
COURT LOC 
PRISON DOB 
PRISON DOBYR 
PRISON DOBMO 
PRISON DOBDA 
AGE 
PRISON TIME 
EMPLOYED 
OMIS OFF1 
OM1S�OFF2 
OMIS_OFF3 
ANCO OFFT 
ANCO OFF2 
ArJCO 0Ff3 
MIN ANCO 
----- ·------�-
- - ----·--- --� 
-
-
- --- -·--
-
Prepared by Adrian do Graaf. Paficy Brench. Policy Progr�m1 end Projem, Offend�, Management 
-
Type 
-··· 
VARCHAR2( 1 0) 
VARCHAR2!40J 
VAnCHAR2(40) 
VARCHAR2{ 1 )  
VARCHAR2( 1 )  
DATE 
VARCHAR2!35) 
VARCHAR2(35) 
VARCHAR2(35) 
VARCHAR2{8J 
VARCHAR2!1 OJ 
NUMBER!2) 
DATE 
DATE 
VAnCHAR2(5) 
VARCHAR2(5) 
VARCHAR2{8) 
VARCHAR2!32) 
VARCHAR2/5l 
VARCHAR2!i'O) --
VARCHAA2{1l - - -·-
VARCHAR2(6) ·-
VARCHAR2(B) --· ·· �- - -·-
DATE --·--- - -·- --··· · 
DATE - -
VARCHAR2{2J 
VAACHAR2(8) �- ---DATE 
VARCHAR2(4) --·-·-
DATE 
DATE -· 
VARCHAf'2( 1 l 
VARCHAR1{8) --- -
NUMBER(5) 
�ARCHAR2! 1 )  
VARCHAR2(Sl 
VARCHAR2!4) 
VARCHAR2{2) 
VARCHAR2(2) 
NUMBER(4J 
VARCHAR2!6) 
VA ACHAR 2{ 1 )  
VARCHAR2(4) 
VARCHAR2{4) 
VARCHAR2!4) 
NUMBER(J) 
NUMBER{3) 
NUMBER!3) 
NUMBER{3) 
---
--
- --
---
·-
--
---
-
r--
-
-
-
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TABLES.XLS 
tempparty (Perth CPSJ, tcmppartya (Armadale CPSJ and temppartyj (Joondalup CPS) 
------
Name Null? Type 
"'-······--·-····�--·-···-· --··••h ---
AGE_GROUP NUMBER(3) 
RELEASED_ TIME VARCHAR2(6J 
SENT VARCHAR2UI 
PREV_P ro VARCHAR2(10} 
PRIOR REC TIME VARCHAR2(6) -
PRIOR REC TYPE VARCHAR2!4) 
- '---
tempdistpartva11e {Perth CPS}, tempdistpartva11ea (Armadale CPS), 
tempdistp11rtyo11ei (Joon�alup -��S), tempdistpertvaoeell {AIJ_�hrce Courts) 
- ---
Name 
--·-··· .. ··-••4 •··-·····��� 
P m  
SURNAME 
GIVEN_NAMES 
P_SEX 
P RACE 
P DOB 
P_POSTCOOE 
PRISON ID - --
cco ID ·--·----
REC TYPE �------ -- -·--·---- -· 
AGE ------ - -- - -- -·-- - ---- - --
AGE GROUP 
,___�-------- -�
-
--- ·--- - - - - �··· 
EMPLOYED -- ----··--
PRISON DATE 
<--�-----·- ·-- --- -- - -- -
PRIOR REC DATE 
- ·-- --···-- ------ .. 
PRIOR REC TYPE ·---·- -- -
EV DATE 
1-----=-· ·- --- -- ·-
PSR REQUEST DATE 
-�- -·- -- - · -·-
RELEASED DATE -·--- -- -- ·- ·�- - -----
BAIL_ SET 
MIN ANCO 
--- -- --
�
- - -, ___ _ _ 
-
---
TIME REMAND 
_ _...._ w• - ---""•••- - •-""-WA • 
CH ENTRY DA TE 
�
�
--
-- --·--- ---- --
. 
- -
PSR OUE_OATE -----·-
PSR -- - ---� ---- - -- - - -
PSR_OAVS · -· -------·-
COURT 
Null? 
-·····�· 
NOT NULL 
NOT NULL 
>-- · 
--- --
- ---
- - - --
'--
--
------- -� 
-- ---
.L.-----
,__, _ _ 
·-·· 
-- -
- --- ·-
--- -
-·- ·· ---
--- ---·---
--------· 
Pra�eied by Adrian dg Graer, Policy 81anch. Policy Programs �nd P1cjecrs. Oflcnder Managemcnl 
i......--�-- ·-
Type 
··-· 
.. .. --
VARCHAR2(10) 
VARCHAR2(40) 
VARCHAR2{40) 
VARCHAR2! 1 )  
VARCHAR2(1 )  
DATE 
VARCHAR2(B) 
VARCHAR2(6) 
VARCHAR2(B) . . 
VARCHAR2!41 �-·- ·�--
NUMBER(4l ·--- -··-- -�- --
NUMBER(3) 
- - - -- -
VARCHAR2/ 1 )  
DATE 
- .. 
-·---- - -- --
DATE 
· -- - -- -· ·--
-- -
�.-
�--· 
---- --
--
--
--� 
---. 
VARCHA�2(4) __ ..___ __ 
DATE 
DATE 
-· · --------- --�--
---- ,··-�---
VAACHAR2/8) ·-----
VARCHAR2! 1 )  
NUMBER/3) 
f------•• A•-- ·---·- ---- - -· 
NUMBERl51 t 
�:�: ---·· ·-- -- --
VARC�_AA211). _ _ 
NUMBER(6) 
VAACHAR2{ 1 )  
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NUMDERS 
111-... 1 97 
JDTAL IIU MllfR OF 01 STIN CT ff:R SONS WITH CHAR 6£S nElllml 1 /5/00 AND :I I II 0/8 6 
B V PO IS ON RECEPTION 1YPE 
llf mon thto ODI! r-ption type, per11111 are connW mm th.lo ooctJ 
Rtuptiari T ypa P•111 Annadar.. Ja<md4� Talal 
RC1111nd Stni;iht 256 34 10 300 
RNiltndod for S.Qft11e11 1 0 D 1 
Rernndtd forTrial 0 I � I 
Sub-Tatal Ra:dwd u RGPllllld 2�7 35 1Q 302 
&ullncm 88 6 . 1 100 
Sub-Tntal All llacelwd m �a I I  10/I 
Ah1dy in Pri:na · Bec1m1 Serrtinad 253 15 � 273 
Alrtadyin Prison - lid not Lecun• Slr.l!nccd 205 e 2 215 
N• Record of Roception into Prin, 1Wll1 1483 mo IJOOJ 
Tolll mas 164& 2162 14483 
lll-.lll07 
TOTAL NUUOER Of 01STl'1!CTPERS0HS Wml CHARGES BETWEEN 1/5/00ANO 31/10/116 
BV PRISON REC[PTION 1YPE 
If A SENTH!CE OF IMPIIISONMENT WAS IMP0S£D 
(H mo re t� o I Ir! reception l\'ll,!, �cm 111 11, c.iooted m 01e than ua) 
.Rautlan Typo P•th Annadalo Joondab, Tot!ll 
R•ullll Stnlght 128 6 2 134 
Snllrad 52 5 5 62 
1ili�Total 1lD 1 1  1 196  
Arndy In Prisa n • Rem• nd Stnlg ht 79 5 1 85 
Ah1dy In Prinn · S. rrt•nctd 41 ·- 2 
No Record or Reception into Priun 150 8 8 168 
Talat 449 2& ID 493 
IB�e07 
TOTAL NUMBER Of DISTINCT P!:RSONS wrrn CHAR GfS BETWtEN 1/5Jll6 ANU :.>1/10196 
If R[CEJY[D INTO PRISON OffOR£, ON OR AFTER FIRST ArrrMANCE OAU 
·- · - ---- -- - -- - ---
AS REMAND PRISOllER --- �- ·- . .  
-
S111� l"""ad Puro, l.madola Joondab, Tata I 
n�iunm•ITI ms 10  3 198 
Othrr thin ntrisonment . 
--···· - -mi --� 
. . , 
D 2 I O  ·--m · -
Total •z 1 1  414 
' Eltktdn Oismiuod, W�hdr1wn. Ho S.ntonce·np01td/Otbcf OJtcome,mo !Aitcom& 
ind Tr1nsfc1/Comm�led for S.ntffrial. 
L . .  _ ·-- ·- . . 
IB·.ltl,97 
TOTAL HUMO[R Of DISTINCT PER SD NS WITH CHARGES B£TW[£N lf.ir'IJU/W 31 /10/96 ----
IF RECEIVED INTO PRISON BEFORE, ON DR AHIR FIRST APl'[MANCE OATE 
AS REMAND PRISO/iEII ,-
MID IF A PRE-SENTENCE REl'ORT WAS REOUESTID --- --·-- --
- --- -- �----�- - - -----
S111!111Ca 1111101ml Peril, A,,;.,del• Ja®dalup To1,1 --------··-- -- ·-
l"npru1rm•nt 108 6 3 -� -·- - - - -· --·-
Other I han ln prim;nent • 85 22 a 1 15 
Tola! l 194 28 11 DJ 
• Elclldu lli1mined, W-rthdrowr,, N• S•rrt•nce npo1td/Olhet Ovttomu/No CloJtcom, 
ind Tronlftt/Commijted for S.ntJfrial. 
TOTAi. NllMSER Of DISTINCT PERSONS WITH CttARGES BETWHN 1/jl[JO AND 31 /10190 
WHrRf TH! OUTCOM( WAS IMPRISONMENT 
OUT NO UNK TO TH[ PRISON SYSTEM WAS FOUND 
P.-th Anrade� Jaondaklp To!el.-c-. 
103 0 4 1 13  --- -
� 
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PATVAUJ.XLS 
NUMBEl1S 
10-.ld,97 
TOTAL NUMBER OF DISTWCT PEIISOIIS Wffil CHARGES 
DETWEEN l/!i/DOAND:11110/90 
Plf1h Ar=:l:1:1 JDandaq, Total 
Tai.I 10449 1528 216B um 
18'1LJ.97 
TOTAL NUMBER Of OISTI�CT PERSOIIIS wnu CIIAROES 
BETWEEN 1/5/ll6A1JO J l/10Al0 
BY MOST 6ERIOUS OUTCOME FOR EACH CIW!GE RECORDED TO DATE 
(H mare lhln 01111 thlrae With d�h11nt mo&1 1triou1 outccm11, � 
J><n'Oll.l uo count� mo11 than o oce.l 
Outcorna Porth Atmad.le Joondolup Tolol 
Fino 7DB6 1 262 1194 1 1 042 
Good Bllhavloi. Bond 128 19 39 186 
Prob1tio� 141  18 21  1DO 
Cacnmalily Serriee 6ll 12 25 103 
Prob1tin Ind Commu rity Sem:e 120 35 1 0  1 17 
Carnmu !ity 11.ntd 11:1 1 1  1 2  108 
lnt11111'tt S.permiln 68 7 9 84 
s,.Mollll Conminlty Cornd.,,,. 484 BJ BJ 660 
Slttpamd l•irnmmt 6 4 G 1 0  
llll'!'llonmm,t 416  26 18 469 
Si;ib.Total filal Outl:Oll"'l BD2D 1JB3 1940 12363 
Dinilmd 895 84 0 058 
W'ghdtawa 204 26 15 245 
No St1111a lnpaud 8 I 0 7 
Tmt1fe1/C!Qunltttd for Sont/Trlol 930 ll9 70 1005 
S,6-Tolll An lhrtcama 1 1 D56 1673 2Dll 14B6S 
Otll!I' lk!CIH!let/No �com, 
-� 
65 253 900 
Total 6 1 669 22P-I 1 S62B 
··-
18-.l,�07 
TOTAJ.NUMBER OF OISTINCTP!:RSONS WITH CIIARGES 
BHW££N I /':,JlB ANO 31)10/96 ·- --- -·--·-- -- -
WHICII HAVE Ml OUTCOME RECOR Om TO M TE -- - - - -
--
Pll'th Anmd.ola Joond1lup 
lnpri,armrrt 4 111  25 1B - ---
Other th.an bp,i1orrn1rrt ' B226 1324 1880 ·-
Talal 8642 1349 1899 
• u<trd11 lamb1,t W"rthdrawn. lfo S.er,nc.e L-npo1ed/Othcr �tcomer/N• Out<ome 
1,al Tr111a-f1J/Committed for Sen1JTrial. 
. 
ia.Jul-97 
. __ _ ___l _ _ _  · - · - -
- - ·- � --·------·· TOTAL IWMO[R Of DISTINCT rm SONS WITH CHA/ICES -----
B t TWEEN I/SIU a ANO J Ill 0190 --
BY ORDER TYPf: 
IF 1ssurn A COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS ORDER ON OR AFTER FIRST APPl:AllANCE DATE 
-· 
Order Typo 
-�'" than E�!d" tv�. P•11on1 ,re coun!!il m01, lhn oncel 
Porlh Armadola 
Pn�1tlo11nd Commurnv Service 152 
Commu my Bued 
Community Sen-ice 
I nttni!Y, Superwhlan 
Prob1!.ian 
7ll 
50 
61  
123 
-
Joondolup 
30 24 
IO 1 2  
0 24 
7 0 
IJ 22 
-- -
--
Tami 
459 
I 14JO 
1 1 B89 
1
--·-
Tollll 
2 12  
100 
82 
14 
158 
Tatel 464 74 88� 
l!J.,lJ�07 
TOTAi. NUMBER OF DISTINCT PERSONS WITII CHARGES -· - - -
BETWEEN 1/5/89 AND 31/10180 --
WHO 11AO AT [£AST ONE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS OROE� IMPOS[D 
ACCORDING TO TlfE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS SYSTEM 
P1Jth Arnmdela Jocndol:ip Tntal 
Total 468 14 17 619 
·-
- ------
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APPENDIX 'D' 
FREQUENCIES OF CURRENT AGE FOR SAMPLE A SAMPLE B 
-"' _ _ _ _ If � --- -S -�_ @ _><-ill-5!.IA_ g __ _ -- --- '·*= 
Valla 1 0  
1 9  
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
50 
52 
Total 
Total 
a.  REMAND = yes 
SAMPLE A 
current age'" 
..,...,. _ _  
Frequency 
1 (j 
31 
1 9  
1 7  
1 0  
1 4  
6 
1 1  
1 0  
9 
1 1  
7 
7 
4 
8 
4 
5 
7 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
221 
221 
--
't. • 
.-
Percent 
/.2 
1 4.0  
8.6 
7 .7 
4.5 
6 .3 
2 .7 
5.0 
4 .5 
4 . 1  
5 .0  
3.2 
3.2 
1 .8 
3 .6 
1 .8 
2.3 
3 .2 
1 .4 
.9 
.5 
.5 
.9 
.5 
.9 
.9 
1 .4 
.5  
. 5  
. 5  
.5  
1 .4 
.5 
1 00.0 
100.0 
Valid Cumulative 
Percent Percent 
I."/. I .L 
14.0 21 .3  
8.6 29.9 
7.7 37.6 
4.5 42 . 1  
6.3 48.4 
2.7 5 1 . 1  
5.0 56 . 1  
4.5 60.6 
4.1 64.7 
5.0 69.7 
3.2 72.9 
3.2 76.0 
1 .8 77 .8 
3.6 81 .4 
1 .8 83.3 
2.3 85.5 
3.2 88.7 
1 .4 90.0 
. 9  9 1 .0  
.5  91 .4 
.5 91 .9 
.9 92.8 
.5 93.2 
.9 94.1  
.9  95.0 
1 .4 96.4 
.5 96.8 
.5 97.3 
.5 97.7 
.5 98.2 
1 .4 99.5 
.5 1 00.0 
1 00.0 
SAMPLE D 
current agea 
Vahd Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
va11a r n  9 3 .3 �.3 ;;s,;;s 
1 9  23 8.4 8.4 1 1 .7 
20 1 4  5. 1 5.1 16 .8 
21 17  6.2 6.2 23.1 
22 23 8.4 8.4 31 .5 
23 16  5.9 5.9 37.4 
24 18 6.6 6.6 44.0 
25 21 7.7 7.7 51 .6 
26 8 2.9 2.9 54.6 
27 7 2.6 2.6 57. 1 
28 13 4 . 8 4.8 6 1 .9 
29 8 2.9 2.9 64.8 
30 7 2.6 2.6 67.4 
31 8 2.9 2.9 70.3 
32 6 2.2 2.2 72.5 
33 1 1  4.0 4.0 76.6 
34 4 1 .5 1 .5 78.0 
35 5 1 .8 1 . 8 79.9 
36 5 1 . 8 1 .8 81 .7 
37 6 2 .2 2.2 83.9 
38 3 1 . 1  1 . 1  85.0 
39 2 .7 .7 8 5.7 
40 3 1 . i  1 . 1  86.6 
4 1 3 1 . 1  1 .1 87 .9 
42 6 2.2 2.2 90.1 
43 2 .7 .7 90.8 
45 3 1 . 1  1 . 1  91 .9 
46 3 1 . 1 1 . 1  93.0 
47 1 .4 .4 93.4 
48 2 .7 .7 94. 1 
49 5 1 .8 1 .8 96.0 
50 1 .4 .4 96.3 
51 2 .7 .7 97.1 
56 1 .4 .4 97.4 
57 2 .7 .7 98.2 
59 1 .4 .4 98.5 
60 1 .4 .4 98.9 
61  1 .4 .4 99.3 
63 1 .4 .4 99.6 
90 1 .4 .4 1 00.0 
• Total 273 100.0 100.0 
Total 273 1 00.0 
a. REMAND = no 
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APPENDIX 'E' 
CURRENT OFFENCES FOR SAMPLE A AND SAMPLE B 
-
. SAMPLE A '  
current most serious 
valid Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
vaua .. no1T1Jetde 1 .b .:, .o 
aobh/gbh 8 3.6 :f.6 4.1 
sexual assaults 1 .5 .5 4.5 
assault common 1 4  6.3 6.3 1 0.9 
assault public 7 3.2 3.2 14 .0 officer 
att. pervert crse 
of justice 1 .5 .5 14.5 
burglaiy 28 12 .7 1 2.7 27.1 
break and enter 2 .9 .9 28.1 
fraud 5 2.3 2.3 30.3 
receiving 7 3.2 3.2 33.5 
steaVunlaw use 16 7.2 7.2 40.7 of m.v 
stealing 23 1 0.4 1 0.4 51 .1 
hinder/resist 2 .9 .9 52.0 
damage 4 1 .8 1 .8 53.8 
breach 
restraining 2 . 9 .9  54.8 
orders 
false name/add/ 2 .9 .9  55.7 
possession/use 6 2.7 2.7 58.4 of firearms 
breach bail 1 0  4.5 4 .5 62.9 
58 1 .5 .5 63.3 
disorderly 8 3.6 3.6 67.0 behaviour�var. 
un,law on 2 .9 .9 67.9 premises 
possession/ 1 2  5.4 5 .4 73.3 use illegal drugs 
possess smoking 1 .5 .5 73.8 imp. 
solicit 1 .5 . 5  74.2 
traffic drugs 4 1 .8  1 .8 76.0 
consume liquor 2 .9 .9 76.9 
excess 0.06% 1 1  5.0 5.0 81 .9 
reckless driving 1 .5 .5 82.4 
no motor 37 1 6.7 16.7 99. 1 driving licence 
refuse breath 2 .9 .9 1 00.0 test 
Total 221 1 00.0 1 00.0 
Total 221 1 00.0 
·,. 
.... 
REMAND "' crmt m�o offence group CrosstabulatJon 
liCllTit-mso ·offence' 
14. 1%  38.6% 7.7% 16.4% 23.2% 1 00 .0% 
% of crmt 
SAMPLE A .  mso 52.5% 57.4% 40.5% 52.9% 29. 1% 44 .7% offence 
group 
% of 6.3% 1 7.3% 3.5% 7.3% 1 0.4% 44.7% Total 
oun 28 63 25 32 124 ' 272 
% of 1 0.3% 23.2% 9.2% 1 1 .8% 45.6% 100.0% REMAND 
- �  % of crmt 
SAMPLE D mso 47.5% 42.6% 59.5% 47. 1% 70 .9% 55.3% offence 
group 
% of 5 .7% 1 2.8% 5.1 % 6.5% 25.2% 55.3% Total 
ota aunt 59 1 48 42 68 1 75 492 
% of 12 .0% 30. 1 %  8 .5% 1 3 ., Yo 35.6% 1 00.0% REMAND 
% of crrnt 
mso 1 00.0% 1 00.0% 1 00.0% 1 00.0% 1 00.0% 1 00.0% offence 
group 
% of 1 2.0% 30. 1 %  8 .5% 1 3 .8% 35 .6% 1 00.0% Total 
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APPENDIX 'F' 
PREVIOUS MOST SERIOUS OFFENCE FOR SAMPLE A 
...... .  -.. -·-""·· ·"'-•· ·=-=-......._-.,._, ·;;;..·� --.,.,- ·,-.,-· . .  - · · 1· - . , • -, a·, .. .,., ., 
va110 
Total 
··· - ,}, >· · ·ctct'I 
� ----�� - ·arti:t --;r: -- - -- ., r -�...-:-:- .- -·· -- ,_- ,  • .- · · · ·· ·· n, ,··s· · .. ., 
previous most serious charge 
vaUd 
Frequency Percent Percent 
no previous 30 1 3.6 1 3.6 conviction J 
driving causing 1 .5 .5 death 
aobh/gbh 23 1 0.4 10.4 
sexual assaults 3 1 .4 1 .4 
assault common 1 5  6.8 6.8 
assault public 9 4 . 1  4 . 1  officer 
att. pervert crse 1 .5 .5 of justice 
armed robbery 4 1 . 8  1 .8 
burglary 37 1 6.7 16.7 
break and enter 1 0  4.5 4.5 
fraud 6 2.7 2.7 
receiving 6 2.7 2.7 
steaVunlaw use 1 2  5.4 5.4 of m.v 
steallng 1 1  5.0 5.0 
hinder/resist 2 .9 .9 arrest 
damage 4 1 .8 1 .8 
false narne/add. 1 .5  . 5  
possessio/use of  2 .a .9 firearms 
breach bail 2 .9 .9 
58 1 . 5  .5  
disorderly 
behaviour-var 4 1 .8 1 .8 
un.Jaw on 1 .5 .5 premh,es 
possession/use 1 1  5.0 5 .0 illegal drugs 
solicit 1 .5 .5 
trJffic drugs 4 1 .8 1 . 8  
65 1 .5 .5 
cultivate Illegal 1 .5 .5 drugs 
excess 0 .08% 1 0  4.5 4.5 
reckless driving 1 . 5  .5  
no motor 
driving licence 7 3.2 3.2 
Total 221 100.0 1 00.0 
221 100.0 
Cumulative 
Percent 
1 3.6 
14.0 
24.4 
25.8 
32.6 
36.7 
37.1  
38.9 
55.7 
60.2 
62.9 
65.6 
71 .0 
76.0 
76.9 
78.7 
79.2 
80. 1 
81 .0 
8 1 .4 
83.3 
83.7 
88.7 
89. 1 
9 1 .0 
91 .4 
91 .9 
96.4 
96.8 
1 00.0 
· - • -- . - .-···1;, I ·/• ' ·
··1N1 . SC -
APPENDIX 'G' 
CRIMINAL HISTORY 
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NAME 
COUR'I 
JOONDALUP 
j -· ·-,�4,,.{::·.;:--�··:=· :, ··-;-�J,,.t- . .  --n , -- ' .'tnc« I s:r p�'-�H---=�--- . . J- . . . . -· . ·1r+ :1B� ·,:'i's: . ,A -. ·-,1�-.... ·• 1 ·>j(V?:1· �. - . -,,.,..�y..r · ·· · 71 ,�,- - - :.,. �· -- ,-· ·-:! . ::'-�:-�- · :'ti:�=, -. ,·.- -, - "7-:�-::- - -
... 
ALSO KNOWN AS : ' ·_\: -.. 
FINGER PRINT 
REQUESTED BY : MAEVE BERRY 
ISSPED BY 
DOCKET 
W . A .  PHOTO 
C . N . I .  
TYPE DATE 
CS0 0 0 0 5  
002 67952 
9 7 /APR 
OFFENCE 
PS 1 9 /06/ 1 996  STEALING 
D . O . B . 
COUNT 
{ipp. 'ti I 
PAGE NO : 
SENTENCE 
2 PROB 1 2  MTHS 
1 
I 
** ************** ************** ***  END OF RECORD * * *************** * * ***** * *****  
DATE : 04/06/ 1 997  I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS  IS A TRUE COPY OF 
COURT APPEARANCES RECORDED AT THI S OFFICE 
AGAINST THE PERSON NAMED ABOVE . 
CRIMINAL RECORDS SECTION 
POLICE DEPARTMENT , PERTH . SUPERINTENDENT I N  CHARGE 
FORENSIC DIVISION 
:OURT 
JERTH 
NAME : ,. . ' 
• II_ • , ;,:;. \ ' 
. - . . , , 
FINGER PRINT 
REQUESTED BY 
ISSUED BY 
DOCKET 
W . A .  PHOTO 
C . N . I .  
TYPE DATE 
I , . , .- -��-:"'-·�, 
MAEVE · BERRY 
CS00005  
I 
OFFENCE 
03/0 1 / 1 997  NO MOTOR DRIVERS 
LICENCE - UNDER 
SUSPENSION 
(PROBATIONARY 
DRIVER) 
PAGE NO 
D . O . B .  
I 
\"":""' "".' "- - ,.��- ... -. 
COUNT SENTENCE 
1 
1 MDL CANC & DISQ 9 
MTHS CUM ( FINE 
SUSP) $ 2 00  
: ************ ********************  END OF RECORD ************* ******* * * * * * * * * * *  
>ATE : 03/0 6 / 1 997  I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS I S  A TRUE COPY OF 
COURT APPEARANCES RECORDED AT THIS OFFICE 
AGAINST THE PERSON NAMED ABOVE . 
CRIMINAL RECORDS SECTION 
POLICE DEPARTMENT, PERTH . 
. .-. . �.�- "';}:?A-,,,..#t ..., .. ,.,."!? -= . • ,� •. , .. · •.. - ,  , " •. c .,, •• .
. , ... , 
SUPERINTENDENT IN CHARGE 
FORENSIC DIVISION 
COURT 
PERTH 
NAME 
--a - - - -
1'' J.NGER PRINT 
REQUESTED BY 
ISSUED BY 
DOCKET 
W . A .  PHOTO 
C . N . I .  
TYPE DATE 
MAEVE BERRY 
csoooos 
00274348  
97 /MAY 
55276 6 3 1 
OFFENCE 
PS 22/ 1 0 / 1 9 9 6  BREACH OF 
RESTRAINT ORDER 
PAGE NO 1 
, ' J \\ .- ( • ! 
COUNT SENTENCE 
2 $ 1 50  EA CHG 
* * ********* **********************  END OF RECORD ********* * ** * * * ***** **********  
DATE : 0 3/ 0 6 / 1 9 97  I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THI S  IS A TRUE �OPY OF 
COURT APPEARANCES RECORDED AT THI S OFFICE 
AGAINST THE PERSON NAMED ABOVE . 
CRIMINAL RECORDS SECTION 
POLICE DEPARTMENT ,  PERTH . SUPERINTENDENT IN CHARGE 
FORENSIC DIVISION 
NAME 
- . ,  
COURT 
PE�TH 
PERTH 
. ' 
FINGER PRINT I -� 
REQUESTED BY MAEVE BERRY 
ISSUED BY csooo o s  
DOCKET 0 0 275665  
W . A .  PHOTO 9 7 /MAY 
C . N . I .  9007 8 3 37 
TYPE DATE OFFENCE 
PS O S /08/ 1 996  UNLAW REMAIN ON 
* PREM 
PS 0 3 / 1 2/ 1 996  BREACH OF BAIL 
D . O . B .  
COUNT 
I/"" 2 
1 
PAGE NO : 
·' '. -- .... � .� ... . . , ,  -�  
I 
SENTENCE 
$60  EA CHG 
$50 
I 
k ********* * * * * **** *** ************  END Of RECORD * * ** * * * * * **** * * * **** * * * * * * ****  
DATE : 29/05/ 1 997 I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS  IS A TRUE COPY OF 
COUR'.i.' APPEARANCES RECORDED AT THI S OFFICE 
AGAINST THE PERSON NAMED ABOVE . 
CRIMINAL RECORDS SECTION 
POLICE DEPARTMENT , PERTH . SUPERINTENDEN·r IN CHARGE 
FORENSIC DIVI SION 
COURT 
PERTH 
PERTH 
NAME 
ALSO KNOWN AS : 
FINGER PRINT 
REQUESTED BY 
ISSUED BY 
DOCKET 
W . A .  PHOTO 
C . N . I .  
I 
MEAVE BERRY 
csoooos 
0 0 2 69563 
96/JUN 
: 5 5272737  
TYPE DATE OFFENCE 
PS 1 4 /06/ 1 996  FALSE NAME AND/OR 
ADDRESS 
PS 1 4 /06/ 1 996  STEALING 
(M/VEHICLE) 
PAGE NO : 1 
D . O . B . 
. \ 
• 
COUNT SENTENCE 
1 $200  
1 $800  
MDL DISQ 6 MTHS 
, ,  ' 
* ********** ***** * * * * * * * * ********* END OF RECORD * * * * ****** * * * * * **** * ** * * * **** * 
DATE : 29/05/ 1 997 I HEREBY CERTIFY TH.�T THIS IS A TRUE COPY OF 
COURT APPEARANCES RECORDED AT THI S  OFFICE 
AGAINST THE PERSON NAMED ABOVE . 
CRIMINAL RECORDS SECTION 
POLICE DEPARTMENT, PERTH . SUPE:RINTENDENT IN CHARGE 
FORE:NSIC DIVISION 
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APPENDIX 'H' 
PRE-SENTENCE REPORT REQUESTS 
Form 3 �-
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Bail Act 1�82, s 24 
Sentencing Act 1995, Part 3, Divs 3-5 
REQUEST F.OR A REPORT 
SUPREME COURT 
DISTRICT COURT�. 
CH_(LDREN'S COURT 
COURT OF PETTY 
SESSIONS 
LOCATION: 
Director, Community CorrectJons, Ministry a£ Justice: 
Please p�por� and submit a report about tllis person in occorden� wilh this request. 
Dtfcndant 
or 
Offender 
Status 
Relevant offences 
Type of report 
ls.sues to be addressed 
' 
Name: --
-
Address: 
. .  --
Appeared in court on: 'L.. '  
0 Remanded on bail 
Charge/Indict No 
Q for bai I pu rposcs 
/ 
for sentencing purposes 
a oral o/ written 
. -
· ':) · � ) 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
by a pre-sentence report (PSR) 
C suitabil ity for a CBO 
Cl suitabil ity for an ISO 
Q sui tabi lity for community service 
.. Male/Female 
Date of birth: 
.. 
� ' :)  
' 
Convic1ed: Q Yes Q No 
0--�anded in custody 
suitabi l i ty for bai l at a community hostel 
su itabi l i ry for home detention condition 
other (specify): 
Court Diversion Service report 
pre-sentence report (PSR) 
mediation report 
other (specify): 
by a PSR or other report 
a medical condition 
a psychological condi!ion 
a psychiatric condit ion 
C su_itabil ity for detention in a special detention centre O alcohol. drug or substance abuse 
' Cl suitability.for a sex offender treatment program C other (specify); 
C curfew ·-
0 breach of CB O or ISO 
IJ other (specify) 
Report nqulred by Judicial officer: m,. 1 ._,;W,'.:,;-,f()c....1 � C<.c:. s 
Court: r� :-· � � �. 1" • . : .. .... r ""' ' � & � - .. � 
Address: 
4 • • • •  · . t  
·1 �-j .i · t ,  ;..· · , . '!' t,. ... , ·' c" J ·, r 1 •' l ; 
Date ·or hearing_: t-"1 - 0· \ c..:t l..i7 
. . . · 
• • ; - • •  • • ., •..i. _ 
�eq�� - ··s1gnatu�; , - ·-·
��-by 
. . ' , · . . : · ;,
. ('\'\ 
. -
Date; 
0 
0 
0 
I 
:3.:;�:i;;. ,:J_,". : :)� .• '.• ,;•: .�:.;: �·�:·-t�''. · ' ': ·�·,..: ;X..;;•;,: : , •;' � .: ,;\,:,, :. , .- . =· - · ,: ,-: .• .. :: · -; . . . . . z. 7 · �. � r. �;. ;����-:t�,r�., •• .  ,.�, �� z� �- t-S' iB �� ..... , . .  : ·, . , •,,,· , �.; ,'l,;-k,:.; . � . . , ' . · ·  I .. ,, ; . . . .. . - : � • . -:-r ' ,">· ·  .,._,_.. .,,. �� t".��li�Jll 1.-'""",;..,,, -'i1 , :J.i �:-,--�i..  ...... ,�,� ' ·�"-,;t.�.;. .•, �• ,• · P  1 : • -. i '  1.••l l", 1 •.• - :  - '- "', • ' '�·,•� \f:. • '  I • , :., : ,  • \ • ._. ,, , • • � .... :.�  • , , : :  • 
• ,
. 
t, ' ·• ·. L .• : ·: : -� :
·
�·_ .. , u,.
J.<.�p . t . , �·
- ;. ; •  • .. ;w. t·� : . , • •  . ...
. ,· ...... ..,. .::- ;•,, .- _
., • .. .  4 � : --·�·:,,;
, ,·:· • ._. _
. "  ' I '. . ... � � � : · · r ! � • ' I ' ' : .  ' ] 
To th� defe�"darif!offcnder: You niust cont.act D 'co
·
m�Jni"ty corrections �entre by the next working day. See attached iis't of communlly 
correclions centres. ' 
DUPLICATE lo offender 
-·· - �  · ··----· - , -..:...... · - · . - ·· -·· ·----- -� ---- .. ·--- ·-- - . 
L 108 
, . ...  - - �  · -- --·· · -
-� ' - ,.. . ... """'TS"" - --· · . 
Form 3 
... 
• I · I 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
.
...
. .  - . ,· -·- · 
• - I O • 
• -.. 
•• �,
-... - - - - � , • -- - "\ "  
• 
·,-. 
• 
. ,, 
,SOPREM.E. COURT • - i..,, •.• ' • , 1 • ' ' ' ' - ' • 
Bail Act 1982, s 24 
Sentencing Act 1995, Part 3, Divs 3-5 
·01�:r�_1.rr -�oU,Rr--. 
· CIDLDREN'S .COURT 
' 
' 
" • 
•
, • 0 ' 
I ; 
' 
�'. 
•
, 1•
' 
' ' 
COURT OF PETIT 
siissioNs·: , , 
a 
a 
a 
REQUEST, FOR A :�ORT- -�PCA.'JJQ�� - ·. ,8-r-(.Y') �d a...L..A.. ' ' 
Request 
Defendant 
or 
Offender 
Status 
Relevant offences 
'fype of report 
Director, Coinml!ni(y Corrections, Ministry of JustJce: 
Please prepare and submit n report obout this pers�n I� accordance with this request. 
Name: Malc/Fom;ate-
Dare of birth: ') • \ 
- Add,res:;: . ..., , .... . ->1 " . ----- _ ........,..  . .  C -
Appeared in cou·rt on: .5 - 8� Y 1  Convicted: 'd'ves- &:l,No . 
(l Remanded on bail 12"'Remanded in custody 
Charge/Indict No Description or'orrence 
a for bail purposes (l suitability for ba_i l at a q1m11mni ty hostel 
Suitability for home dcteri!iOn condition 
. 
/ . IJ '°'. "'''",;"' ""'"'"" 
oral Q written 
Q 
� 
C 
oth_�:r (specify): . · · . .  ' ' ' 
. Court Diversion Servic�jeport 
pre�senten� repon (PSrt) · . . 
rned1f1lion" report 
. . ' , 
· 
. 
othcr .. (spccifr): . . 
'· by'a_ psifilr'.�ther report 
Cl suitability for a (:_BO . tl
° 
med.ical condition . 
ct·sui.tabilily, for rui; ISO � - . - : . . a· psy���·�gi_��!59ri�i.�.9r 
• 
c:fsuitability for·cotiim�n1ty_ servicc · :· _ . . ·. ·· . o·�sY�!i!µi_C'�tj�t1on· .: ·_ . . . · ·. · 
ti's'uitabiliiy ror detcniio_�-in n special detention ce·riire· o a1c�ho1,·_diug'or·substance abusi: ·  
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APPENDIX 'I' 
FREQUENCIES OF VARIABLES FOR "FffiST TIME IN PRISON" 
In .. ·• -�:.... .,. ,:,...._ -.-L_':.,, __ <:� ·':""' ::';d! .,& �"-AfJ.,. · , u •.P·JJ!:!'V. llffi. --- -'·· -1- SA 
employod at 1st appoarance 
yes 
no a'a 71.1  72.3 100.0 
Total 1 19 98.3 100.0 
Missing System 
Missing 2 1 .7 
Total 2 1 .7 
Total 1 21 1 00.0 
abor 
Valid cumulative 
Per�nt Percent Percent 
yes 
no 90 � 74 .4 100.0 
Total 121  1 00.0 1 00.0 
Total 1 21 1 00.0 
ball 
Vali cumulative 
Percent Percent Percent 
yes 
no 87 �, 71 .9 1 00.0 
Total 12 1  1 00.0 1 00.0 
Total 1 21 1 00.0 
breached bail? 
Vali Cumulative 
Percent Percent Percent 
no 
yes 
Total  
Total 
adult court appcarance(s)? 
Vali Cumulative 
Percent Percent Percent � 
no . ,  
yes 90 p4':(f;, 74.4 1 00.0 
Total 12 1  1 00.0 100.0 
Total 12 1  1 00.0 
chn's court appcaranco(s)? 
Va id Cumulative 
Percent Percent Percent 
no 
yes 63 52.1  52.1  1 00.0 
Total 121  100.0 1 00.0 
Total 12 1  1 00.0 
current mcst sorfous 
' 
Valid Cumulative 
Frequency ··.Percent 'Percent Percent 
va11a nom1cte1e 1 .1:1 .1:1 .1:1 
aobh/gbh 4 3.3 3.3 . 4.1 
sexual assaults 1 .8 .8  � 5.0 
assault common 5 4.1 4.1 9.1 
assault put.lie 6 5.0 5.0 1 4.0 officer 
att. pervert crse 1 .8 .8 14.9 of justice 
burglary 20 1 6.5 1 6.5 31 .4 
fraud 3 2.5 2.5 33.9 
receiving 6 5.0 5.0 38.8 
steal/unlaw use 1 1  9.1 9.1 47.9 of m.v 
stealing 1 3  1 0.7 1 0.7 58.7 
hinder/resist 1 .8 
·
.8 59.5 
damage 1 .8 .8 60.3 
breach 
restraining 1 .8 .8 6 1 .2 
orders 
false name/add/ 1 .8 .8 62.0 
possession/use 5 4. 1  4 . 1  66. 1 of firearms 
breach bail 2 1 .7 1 .7 67.8 
disorderly 4 3.3 3.3 7 1 .1 behaviour-var. 
un,law on 2 1 .7 1 .7 72.7 premises 
possession/ 6 5.0 5.0 77.7 use illegal drugs 
possess smoking 
1 .8 .8 78.5 imp. 
traffic drugs 2 1 .7 1 .7 80.2 
consume liquor 2 1 .7 1 .7 8 1 .8 
excess O .08% 3 2.5 2.5 84.3 
reckless driving 1 .8 .8 85. 1 
r.o motor 17  1 4 .0 1 4.0 99.2 driving licence 
refuse breath 1 .8 .B 1 00.0 test 
Total 1 2 1  1 00.0 1 00.0 
Total 1 21 1 00.0 
